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Abstract
Perceiving and understanding cyber-attacks can be a difficult task, and more effective techniques are needed to aid cyber-attack perception. Attack
modelling techniques (AMTs) - such as attack graphs, attack trees and fault trees, are a popular method of mathematically and visually representing
the sequence of events that lead to a successful cyber-attack. These methods are useful visual aids that can aid cyber-attack perception.
This survey paper describes the fundamental theory of cyber-attack before describing how important elements of a cyber-attack are represented
in attack graphs and attack trees. The key focus of the paper is to present empirical research aimed at analysing more than 180 attack graphs and
attack trees to identify how attack graphs and attack trees present cyber-attacks in terms of their visual syntax.
There is little empirical or comparative research which evaluates the effectiveness of these methods. Furthermore, despite their popularity,
there is no standardised attack graph visual syntax configuration, and more than seventy self-nominated attack graph and twenty attack tree
configurations have been described in the literature - each of which presents attributes such as preconditions and exploits in a different way. The
survey demonstrates that there is no standard method of representing attack graphs or attack trees and that more research is needed to standardise
the representation.
Keywords: Attack graph, attack tree, visual syntax, cyber-attack
1. Introduction
Cyber security pervades many aspects of social, political
and business life and has huge implications for the online and
personal safety of individuals and families. In 2017, the average
cost of a data breach was reported globally as $3.86 million
[163]. Although many data breaches result in the compromise
of personal data, a number of well publicised attacks against
vehicular [392], medical [106], and industrial control systems
[112] have demonstrated that cyber security breaches can have
serious impacts on personal safety.
Quite often mitigation strategies focus on protecting sys-
tems from perpetrators intent on causing deliberate damage to
a system and/or data, however, many cyber security failures oc-
cur simply as a result of user behaviour - often because of un-
intentional errors brought about by a failure to fully understand
security mechanisms [75].
User error and behaviour is an important factor in a cyber-
attack [23, 92]. Perhaps one of the most important mechanisms
in improving user behaviour is to make it easier to perceive
cyber security and make it more ‘usable’. Research into cy-
ber security usability aims to design systems which help to
understand how users perceive and understand cyber security
[343, 309, 293] by taking “into account the perceptions, char-
acteristics, needs, abilities and behaviors of users” [77].
Cyber-attack perception is an important research problem
[295, 211, 381] which demands better techniques and methods
to aid the perception and assessment of cyber-attacks. Quite
often, observers find the analysis and understanding of com-
plex patterns difficult to visualise [187, 368]. Well-designed
diagrams and graphical systems can aid this process [263, 180].
This paper describes how attack graphs and attack trees rep-
resent cyber-attacks in terms of their visual syntax. The paper
demonstrates that although there are numerous benefits to pre-
senting cyber-attacks as attack graphs or attack trees, there are
inconsistencies regarding the way cyber-attacks are represented
in attack graphs and attack trees and in doing so, outlines the
need to standardise their visual syntax. This is the first paper to
present such a detailed critical analysis of the visual syntax of
attack modelling techniques.
Collectively these shortcomings outline the need for further
research and they also define some of the parameters that com-
parative evaluations should consider. The research presented in
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Figure 1. Two attack models. A fault tree (left) and an attack graph (right)
Lallie et al. [216, 217] aims to address these shortcomings and
propose an attack graph visual syntax which is cognitively ef-
fective and also preferred by practitioners - thereby increasing
the likelihood of adoption.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 be-
gins by describing the concept of AMTs and the use of visual
syntax to represent cyber-attacks. Section 3 proceeds to de-
scribe the underlying theory of cyber-attacks. This section de-
scribes the relationship between the primary cyber-attack con-
structs which are: precondition, exploit and precondition logic,
and also explains the secondary constructs which are variants
of primary constructs. Collectively, the primary and secondary
constructs correspond to the concepts that AMTs should repre-
sent.
Section 4 outlines some of the graph theory relating to at-
tack graphs and attack trees and then Section 5 introduces im-
portant visual syntax theoretical concepts. Section 6 provides a
detailed analysis of the presentation of attack graphs and attack
trees.
2. Attack Modelling Techniques (AMTs)
Attack modelling techniques (AMT) are used to model and
visualise the sequence and/or combination of events that enable
a successful cyber-attack on a computer or network. AMTs
can be broadly divided into three categories: methods that are
Attack modelling techniques
















Figure 2. Attack modelling techniques
based on the use case framework, methods that present a cyber-
attack from a temporal perspective, and graph based methods.
These methods are highlighted in Figure 2. Of the methods
outlined in Figure 2, attack graphs and attack trees are the most
popular method of representing cyber-attacks - at least as far as
the academic literature is concerned. These two methods form
the basis of the present research.
AMTs enable observers to evaluate the salient information
in a diagram [190, 156, 99, 368] and help remove the intel-
lectual burden from security experts - who have to evaluate
cyber-attack scenarios and evaluate potential mitigations [329].
Consequently, security problems can be presented in a man-
ner that enables a decision maker - whether an expert or non-
expert, to more quickly grasp the problem [156], better per-
ceive risk landscapes [154], and easily perceive complex con-
cepts [350]. In such circumstances, AMTs provide effective
tools and workspaces [115], they make this process clearer and
simpler and thereby facilitate easier discussion and debate [99],
and can aid the perception of cyber-attacks with little reference
to logical models [118].
An example of two AMTs - a fault tree and attack graph,
is provided in Figure 1. The example in Figure 1 demon-
strates how a perpetrator is able to conduct a series of exploits
(sshd bof) on a sequence of host computing devices (denoted
in brackets), and by doing so, acquire user privileges (user)
on each one. The example also shows one of the preconditions
(sshd) that are necessary for the attack to be successful. This
example demonstrates how a sequence of exploits can be visu-
alised to aid cyber-attack perception.
The cyber security domain suffers from two specific prob-
lems relevant to the present paper: inconsistency in the onto-
logical terms, vocabulary, and definitions used to describe the
domain [146], and a problem of unclear and meaningless se-
mantics [157].
Multiple terms are used to mean the same thing. For exam-
ple, exploits are also referred to as actions or attacks, the perpe-
trators are also referred to as attackers, malefactors, actors and
adversaries, the preconditions to an exploit are also referred
2
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Table 1. Terms used to describe the fundamental cyber-attack constructs
Term Term used & supporting references
Precondition Prerequisite: [278, 280, 281, 169, 243, 415, 233]; Precondition:
[371, 78, 16, 175, 45, 71, 160, 174, 125, 164]; Prerequisite and
precondition: [326, 363, 228, 125, 406]; Predicate; [176, 280, 302,
377, 6, 136, 146]; Requires: [279, 79, 15]
Postcondition Postcondition: [78, 175, 71, 174, 209]; Effect: [229]; Provides:
[279, 79, 15]; Consequence: [278, 280, 403, 228, 270]; Impact:
[118, 7, 11, 15, 4, 5];
Perpetrator Perpetrator: [86, 323, 389]; Attacker: [169, 243, 181, 294, 30, 137];
Adversary: [45, 319, 234, 222]; Malefactor: [209, 139, 358]; Actor:
[80, 146, 204, 364]; Hacker: [326, 130, 86, 56, 89, 374, 39, 227, 95,
110, 155, 52, 167, 185, 249, 219, 222, 73, 143, 164, 407, 22, 50,
207, 246, 42, 148, 204, 109, 189, 221]; Crook: [363] [364] [242];
Mis-actor: [363]2; Assailant: [32, 117, 338, 145, 109]; Misuser:
[363, 47, 250, 185, 120, 184]; Bad guy: [88, 194, 252, 398, 145,
191]
1 Wu et al. use the terms attacker, adversary, malefactor and perpetrator interchange-
ably in the same paper [418].
2 Sindre and Opdahl use the terms crook and mis-actor in the same paper to refer to
a perpetrator. The term mis-actor is used specifically as an ‘inverted actor’ in other
words the opposite to actor which is the term generically used in use cases to refer to
the user of a service or function [363].
to as requires, predicates or prerequisites, and the postcondi-
tions of the exploit are also referred to as provides or effects.
Further examples are provided in Table 1. This problem of in-
consistency extends to multiple areas in cyber security, and is
particularly acute for attack graphs and attack trees.
This paper uses the terms exploits, preconditions and perpe-
trators. While the use of precondition and exploit may appear
straightforward, the selection of the term perpetrator requires
more justification. Terms such as attacker, adversary, crook,
bad guy, assailant and hacker suggest that the source of a cyber-
attack is acting deliberately, when in fact the exploit might be
effected inadvertently. Terms such as mis-user and mis-actor
are very uncommon and unlikely to resonate easily with read-
ers. The term perpetrator doesn’t suggest either a deliberated
or inadvertent motive. The use of this term does not remove
anything in terms of the descriptive power of the term.
Attack models are constructed using a combination of two-
dimensional shapes - such as squares, rectangles, ellipses; one-
dimensional shapes - such as lines; and textual syntax to repre-
sent cyber-attack constructs. This is referred to as a visual syn-
tax [266], visual rhetoric [351] or visual grammar [212]. The
visual syntax of modelling systems such as fault trees [166] and
Petri nets [311] - both also used occasionally to model cyber-
attacks, is standardised - resulting in a common understanding
of the framework. This is not the case for attack graphs and
attack trees.
Attack graphs and attack trees suffer from a distinct lack of
standards, prescriptive methodologies and common approaches
in terms of their visual syntax [87, 253]. Authors use self-
nominated and untested visual syntax to model the attack - re-
ferred to by Alexander [9] as the unselfconscious design ap-
proach [9].
There are more than seventy five attack graph visual syntax
configurations and more than twenty attack tree configurations -
as demonstrated in Table 22 and Table 24 which describe the vi-
sual syntax of more than 180 attack graph and attack tree visual
syntaxes. The visual syntax in these examples differ in terms
of the shapes used to represent constructs such as preconditions
and exploits. The availability of numerous opposing propos-
als can give rise to confusion for researchers and practitioners
in deciding which to use and is evidence of an “immature re-
search field” resulting in a “fragmentation of research efforts”
[265].
3. Cyber-Attacks
A number of recent high-profile attacks have exemplified
the need to better understand cyber-attacks. These include the
Stuxnet virus [249, 112, 55] the Jeep Cherokee hack [392], the
heartbleed attack [42, 62, 100], the Sony hack [44, 109, 340,
397] and the Ukrainian power grid attack [221, 320].
The fundamental components of all these cyber-attacks
were the same and comprised of elements such as exploits, vul-
nerabilities, and postconditions.
The terms described in this paper are summarised in Table
2 and the rest of this section describes these terms in further
detail.
3.1. Vulnerability, Precondition and Postcondition
3.1.1. Vulnerability
A vulnerability is an exploitable weakness in the design,
implementation or management of a system [362]. A vulnera-
bility comprises of a combination of one or more system states
referred to as preconditions.
3.1.2. Precondition
Preconditions are a set of system properties that must ex-
ist for an exploit to be successful. An initial precondition is a
system property which exists inherently in a system and which
did not arise as a consequence of exploitation [16]. Addressing
these could make all further steps in an attack null and void.
There are at least three types of precondition:
1. Statuses/services. The target holds or advertises par-
ticular versions of operating systems, systems soft-
ware/applications, services [313, 12], or is in a particular
hardware/software state.
Table 2. Cyber-attack terms
Term Explanation
Vulnerability An exploitable unplanned system weakness which exists because of
the existence of one or more preconditions
Precondition A system state that is necessary for an exploit to be successful
Initial
precondition
The first precondition in a cyber-attack
Perpetrator
capability
The tools, knowledge and/or access/privilege levels that a perpetra-
tor needs to be able to run an exploit
Postcondition The conditions/states created by a successful exploit
Goal The ultimate target of a cyber-attack
Exploit A set of steps - executed as code or manual steps, which take advan-
tage of one or more vulnerabilities in a target system and provide
specific capabilities to the perpetrator
Non-intrusive
event
An event which aids and supports a cyber-attack but does not alter
the state of the target system
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2. Reachability. The target is reachable.
3. Perpetrator capability. The perpetrator has particular ca-
pabilities such as the ability to run a process on a tar-
get, access to tools, or privilege levels [179] and/or is in
possession of the tools to conduct an attack and has the
necessary skill level [313].
Of the precondition types discussed above, statuses/services
are commonly represented in AMTs such as attack graphs and
attack trees, however, reachability and perpetrator capability
are less commonly represented [313, 146, 27].
Perpetrator capability is an important element in the analy-
sis of an attack and it can be important for a security analyst to
understand exploits that require greater perpetrator capability
versus those that require less [380]. As an example of perpe-
trator capability, consider the example of the rcp (remote call
procedure) exploit given by [16]. The rcp exploit requires the
following capabilities:
• The rcp service must be available to the perpetrator.
• The target host must trust the source host.
• The perpetrator must have local shell access.
3.1.3. Postcondition
The successful perpetration of an exploit results in one or
more postconditions. Although the result of an exploit is tech-
nically referred to as a postcondition, these can also form the
preconditions of further exploits, therefore, most researchers re-
fer to postconditions simply as precondition with the term goal
being used to identify the final postcondition.
3.2. Precondition Logic
For an exploit to be successful, one or more preconditions
must be satisfied. The combination of preconditions can be rep-
resented using precondition logic. So, given two preconditions:
pr1 and pr2, if both the preconditions have to be satisfied, this
can be represented as a conjunction of the form: pr1 ∧ pr2 -
where the symbol ∧ represents conjunction. Conversely, if any
one of the two must be satisfied, then this can be represented
as a disjunction of the form: pr1 ∨ pr2 - where the symbol ∨
represents disjunction.
The shape or symbol used to represent precondition logic
in an AMT is referred to as the precondition operator. In the
examples given above, the precondition operators are ∧ and ∨.
Although the representation of precondition logic is criti-
cal in helping to identify cyber-attack mitigations and counter-
measures, very few attack graphs represent precondition logic
[383, 366, 11, 227, 227, 54, 122].
To illustrate the benefit of presenting precondition logic,
consider the attack graph representation in Figure 3 [26]. In
this example, sshd(3,1) and user(3) are two preconditions.
In the formal expressions presented by Barik and Mazumdar,
sshd(3,1) means that the sshd (secure shell daemon/service)
is running on host 1 and is accessible by host 3, and user(3)
means that the perpetrator has user access privileges on host 3
which is the host from which the exploit will be launched.
This attack graph does not represent the precondition logic
necessary for each exploit, consequently, the attack graph could
be interpreted in a number of ways. For example, for a success-
ful sshd buffer overflow attack (sshd bof(3,1)), one of
the following two preconditions might apply:
1. sshd(3,1) ∧ user(3)
2. sshd(3,1) ∨ user(3)
As it happens, both preconditions (sshd(3,1) ∧ user(3))
must be satisfied for the exploit to be successful.
The representation of precondition logic in attack graphs
is highlighted in Table 22, and the data shows that there are
numerous attack graphs which do not represent precondition
logic.
3.3. Exploits
An exploit is a set of steps - executed as code or manual
steps, which take advantage of one or more vulnerabilities in a
target system and provide specific capabilities to the perpetrator
[146].




• vulnerability is the vulnerability being exploited. As
outlined earlier, the vulnerability can be broken down
into a number of preconditions, all or a combination of
which must exist for the vulnerability to be exploited.
• postcondition is the outcome of the exploit.
• source is the source host i.e., the host that commits the
exploit.
• target is the target of the exploit.
Examples of the formal expression of exploits include:
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second typ f od s to first type represent effect or po tconditions of execut-
ing any exploit. This representation is based on the monot nicity assumption,
which states th t pr conditions o a given exploit are never invalidated by the
successful application of anothe exploit.
Attacker’s capabilities describe the fact that the attacker has a c pability on
a specific hos . Attacker’ apabilities user(1)/superuser(1) says that attacker
has user/superuser capability at host1. Network conditions describe the fact
that either a service u ning on a destination host can be accessed from a source
host or a unidi ectional relatio that xists from source host to destination host.
Network conditio ftp(1, 2) means that the ftp service running on host2 is acces-
sible from host1. Network condition trust(1, 2) means that a trust relationship
exists from host1 to host2 all wing any user on host2 to remotely execute shell
command on host1 with ut providi g any password.
Fig. 1. An simple network and its corresponding attack graph
The other types of nodes represent exploits. To execute an exploit, an attacker
may require multiple capabilities or network conditions known as preconditions
of the exploit. Successful execution of an exploit may create new attacker ca-
pabilities or new network conditions known as postconditions of the exploit.
Exploit e(1, 2) describes the fact that an attacker having some capability on
host1 with the help of some existing network conditions, can perform the ex-
ploit e, exploiting some vulnerability on destination host2 thereby gaining new
capabilities or establishing new network conditions. Exploit e(1) means that the
exploit e is performed locally at host1. For example, buffer overflow vulnerabil-
ities CVE-2002-0640 of sshd, CVE-2003-0466 of wu − ftpd, CVE-2003-0245 of
apache server etc., allow attacker from a remote machine to execute arbitrary
code, thereby possibly gaining user privilege. CVE-2004-0495 is a vulnerability
in Linux kernel which allows local user to gain privileges.
Example: Figure 1 shows a simple example network that we shall consider as a
running example throughout this paper. The network consists of three hosts host1,
host2, and host3. host1 and host2 run the sshd service and it has a vulnerability
CVE-2002-0640.sshd service instance running at host2 can be accessed fromhost3
and host1 and the other instance of sshd service at host1 can be accessed from
Figure 3. An example attack graph (adapted from [27])
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• ftp rhosts(ftp, trustedhost,i,j): where i ex-
ploits an ftp vulnerability in j, and uploads a list of
trusted hosts to host j.
• sshd bof(sshd, root,i,j): where i exploits a buffer
overflow vulnerability in the ssh (secure shell) service of
j. This provides i with root access to j.
• local bof(bofv, root,i,j): where i exploits a
buffer overflow vulnerability (bofv) in j. This provides
i with root access to j.
It is noteworthy that the formal expression presented above
is proposed by the authors, and although numerous proposals
have been put forward in the literature [91, 361, 169, 220], there
are no standards or agreements in terms of the formal expres-
sions used to define exploits and vulnerabilities.
3.3.1. Non-intrusive Events
Non-intrusive events - also referred to as secondary exploits
[209] and suspicious events [80], are system discovery oper-
ations used by perpetrators to discover target system proper-
ties and vulnerabilities [80, 294]. Unlike exploits - which alter
system properties, non-intrusive events do not alter the system
properties - unless there is a programmed/manual reaction to
the event such as system port blocking, or the creation of new
intrusion detection system rules.
Examples of non-intrusive events include rpcinfo - which
reveals port and service data on the target machine, and probes
and scans such as nmap, netcat, amap, XProbe, P0f and
X-Scan - which return a system response but do not alter the
system state.
Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) detect and alert both in-
trusive (exploits) and non-intrusive events. Table 3 shows that
some events - such as the RPC sadmind UDP PING and the
RPC portmap sadmind request UDP, are both intrusive and
non-intrusive. In other words, RPC sadmind UDP PING re-
veals some information about the host - this is non-intrusive,
and RPC portmap sadmind request UDP provides system
access to the host - which is intrusive. Similarly, an IP address
spoof results in a non-intrusive outcome.
Table 3. IDS signatures, preconditions & postconditions [15]
Signature (Exploit) Precondition Postcondition
RPC sadmind UDP
PING





Disclosure of host data Disclosure of port num-








Disclosure of host; dis-
closure of port num-









Disclosure of host; dis-
closure of port num-
ber; disclosure of run-




This paper refers to intrusive and non-intrusive events sim-
ply as exploits.
Exploits, preconditions and precondition logic are referred
to in this research as primary constructs because they are
the fundamental cyber-attack constructs. Initial preconditions,
goals, postconditions and perpetrator capability are referred to
as secondary constructs because they are variants of primary
constructs.
3.4. Cyber-attack
Having outlined the basic cyber-attack constructs, the dis-
cussion can now proceed to defining the term itself. A cyber-
attack comprises of a set of one or more exploits which are
applied as sequences or in parallel against a target system or
systems and which expose vulnerabilities in, and alter the state
of the targeted system(s) [15].
Once the vulnerability is exploited, a number of postcondi-
tions are created - each of which could be a precondition for
further exploits [146]. The ultimate purpose/aim of an attack is
referred to as a goal in an attack tree [346] and attack graph,
and an undesirable condition in a fault tree [25].
It is useful to note that observers are interested in different
views of a cyber-attack. This is referred to by Moody [266] as
the principle of cognitive fit (discussed in Section 5). Analysts
are interested in a low level view technical of a cyber-attack and
particularly in the preconditions and exploits that contributed to
the attack. Occasionally, they have to communicate the cyber-
attack to non-experts. Non-experts such as stakeholders, ex-
ecutives and decision makers are interested in a high-level -
often non-technical view of the cyber-attack which hides the
constituent elements of the attack. However, occasionally it is
useful for them to see the cyber-attack from the analyst’s view-
point [352].
3.5. Attack Paths
Quite often, there are alternative sequences of exploits - any
one of which can result in a successful attack. These are re-
ferred to as attack paths and are represented in all AMTs. An
example of this is provided in the attack graph highlighted in
Figure 6 which comprises of two attack paths which can be de-
scribed as:
1. sshd(3,1) ∧ user(3) → sshd bof(3,1);
user(1) ∧ sshd(1,2) → sshd bof(1,2) →
user(2) (highlighted in a red/dotted line).
2. user(3) ∧ sshd(3,2) → sshd bof(3,2) →
user(2) (highlighted in a green/dashed line).
Techniques such as attack path analysis aid the investiga-
tion of exploit paths in an attack graph by outlining known and
predicted attack event sequences. Such an analysis helps to
identify the resources in the path that could be affected, as well
as the vulnerabilities that lie along those paths. Examples of the
use of attack path analysis combined with weighted edges in
aiding the attack prediction include the Bayesian based attack
graph proposed by Frigault and Wang [125]. The attack graph
in this example enables an analyst to calculate the probability
5
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Table 4. Application of attack graphs in system hardening
Prediction strategy Method & citations
Measuring event
likelihood
Markov decision process to calculate the probability of attack success [176], hyper-alert correlation graph and the attack strategy
graph [280, 279], compromised confidence index [122], adjacency matrix clustering [285], alert correlation matrix [433], association
rule mining [228], rankFutureScenarios [7], probability based attack prediction [243, 233], absorbing Markov chain for performing
exploitability analysis and a Markov reward model for aiding likelihood of compromise, [2], forecasting attack graph [133], pwnPr3d




Alert clustering, alert merging and intent recognition [80], alert correlation framework [278], causal correlation [281], clustered
adjacency matrices [285], divide and conquer framework [220], divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm [272], exploit dependency
graph [73], other contributions include: [91, 228, 273, 238, 349, 14, 64, 173, 329]
Attack path
analysis
Attack chaining [91], calculating the difficulty of perpetrating an attack [227], association rule mining [228], other contributions
include: [380], [273], [164],
Strengthening security
weaknesses
[86, 176, 359, 27] exploitation graphs [227], topological vulnerability analysis [287]
Miscellaneous Prioritising vulnera-
bility removal
Skill level analysis [380], Minimum Critical Set of Attacks (MCSA) [176], predictive graph [169, 229], network hardening graph [403],
[225], a game-theoretic approach [275]
IDS alert
correlation
Hyper-alert correlation graph [280], ADEPTS [122], association rule mining algorithm [228], topological vulnerability analysis (TVA)
[173], Other contributions include: [384, 175, 278, 319, 361, 169, 7, 15, 133]
Identifying critical de-
vices










Graph based network vulnerability analysis [313], clustered adjacency matrices [285], ranked attack graph using PageRank [256],




Reverse graph traversal for identifying critical preconditions and vulnerabilities [403], ranked attack graph [256], adjacency matrix
clustering method and reachability analysis [285], predictive graph [169, 229, 287], divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm [272]
of a successful attack path. Each node in the graph represents a
potential vulnerability and the preconditions and postconditions
associated with the vulnerability. A probability is assigned to
each node to represent the likelihood of that vulnerability being
exposed. Further examples are provided in Table 4.
Figure 6 highlights another of the differences in the visual
representation of attack graphs and attack trees - that of the
event flow. The figure shows that the flow of events is repre-
sented top-down. In other words, an observer starts reading at
the top and follows the sequence of events downwards. How-
ever in Figure 1 (left), the event flow is represented bottom-up.
The data described in Table 22 and Table 24, shows that 102
of the 118 attack graph configurations surveyed (86.4%) pre-
sented events as top-down, and 59 of the 61 attack trees sur-
veyed (96.7%) presented these as bottom-up.
Figure 6 introduces another key difference between the vi-
sual representation of attack graphs and attack trees. Although
this attack graph represents a single attack goal (user 2) with
two paths leading to it, attack graphs are frequently used to rep-
resent complex attacks which have multiple paths and goals.
Aguessy notes that attack trees are limited in that they only rep-
resent a single attack, whereas an attack graph can represent
multiple attacks [4].
Aguessy is referring to what are known as full attack graphs
and partial attack graphs. A full attack graph outlines all po-
tential vulnerabilities and all possible attack paths in a given
network [16, 174, 301, 65, 118]. A partial attack graph -
also referred to as a minimal attack graph [136], outlines
the pattern of interactions between nodes for a given attack
[313, 326, 175, 359, 65]. The ability to represent a full attack
graph is important in scenarios such as the Stuxnet and Jeep
Cherokee attacks and also in analysing network problems.
Generally, attack trees represent singular attacks, and the
attack forest - a collection of attack trees [347, 204], was an
attempt to address this problem.
4. Representing Attack Graphs and Attack Trees
Having outlined the broad principles relating to cyber-
attacks, it is useful to highlight how cyber-attacks are repre-
sented in a visual form using AMTs. Numerous AMTs have
been proposed in the academic literature. These can be broadly
divided into three categories: use case, temporal and graph
based methods. A number of these methods are highlighted
in Figure 2 and in Table 5. This section describes two graph
based AMTs - attack graphs and attack trees.
Attack graphs, attack trees and their variants - which in-
clude: OCTAVE, event trees and decision trees, are graph based
representations of a cyber-attack. Of these, attack graphs and
attack trees are the most popular in the research literature.
The research shows a clear divide between papers that focus
on attack graphs and those that focus on attack trees. In other
words, authors either write about attack graphs or attack trees -




Misuse cases [363, 10, 364, 251, 412, 298, 387, 184]; misuse
case maps [188, 185]; security use cases [116]; CORAS [322,
95, 370, 84, 33]
Temporal meth-
ods
Diamond model [58, 210]; cyber kill chain [161, 148, 258,




Event tree [182]; OCTAVE [8]; the bowtie method [74, 393,
38, 224, 389]; influence diagrams [357, 3, 160, 341, 107];
extended influence diagram [215, 367]
1 As the title suggests, these are general miscellaneous attack graph/tree based AMTs.
Attack graph based examples are given in Table 22, and attack tree based examples are
provided in Table 24.
6
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with rarely an acknowledgement of the existence of the other.
The present research argues that both attack graphs and attack
trees are a graph based representation of a cyber-attack. How-
ever, it is important to differentiate between the graph theory
based representation of graphs and trees, and the visual repre-
sentation as found in the cyber-attack literature - and referred to
in this paper.
In graph theory, a tree is an acyclic graph in which any two
vertices are connected by exactly one path, and a graph is a
cyclic graph [388]. Generally, the visual representation of deci-
sion trees, event trees, attack trees, fault trees and Petri nets is
consistent with the definition of trees because they are visually
represented as acyclic graphs.
Attack graphs have been visually represented as both cyclic
[6, 36, 26, 102, 125, 135, 157, 174] and acyclic graphs [64, 70,
83, 113, 133, 149, 159, 169] - with the suffix graph being used
by authors in both cases. In other words, the visual represen-
tation of attack graphs in the research considered in this pa-
per, does not always conform to the graph theory definition of a
graph. Two visual examples of cyclic and acyclic attack graphs
are provided in Section 4.1.2 (Figure 10). Although these at-
tack graphs could more accurately be referred to as trees rather
than graphs, this apparent mathematical anomaly is not consid-
ered to be a problem in this paper because the present research
focuses on the visual representation of attack graphs and uses
the terms proposed by the authors in their papers - regardless
of whether they are seen to strictly conform to the definitions
outlined above.
In addition to these conceptual difficulties, a number of au-
thors confuse the attack graph and attack tree - or at least ‘blur’
the difference. For instance, Khaitan and Raheja [195] refers to
the attack tree proposal by Schneier [346] as an attack graph,
and Chen and Cheng [66] refers to the paper by Ingols et al.
[168] as a paper describing attack trees when in fact it describes
an attack graph method. Some authors use the terms attack
graph and attack tree interchangeably [149]. Perhaps recog-
nising the conceptual similarities, a handful of authors have
attempted to combine AMTs. For example, combine attack
graphs and attack trees [159, 33], attack trees and fault trees
[334] and attack graphs with Petri nets [241].
4.0.1. Defining the Graph
The graph based representation of cyber-attacks can be rep-
resented in the form: G(V; E) which comprises of vertices
v ∈ V and edges: e ∈ E which represent relationships between
the nodes. The overall graph structure can be expressed as a
tuple of the form G = (S , τ, S 0, S s, L, EX) where:
• S is a finite set of states
• τ ⊆ S × S is a transition relation
• S 0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states
• S s ⊆ S is a set of success states - for example obtaining
root or user privileges on a particular host
• L : S → 2AP is a labelling of states with a set of atomic
propositions (AP)
• EX is a finite set of exploits which connect the transition
between two states
Vertices (V). The vertices - also referred to as nodes, can rep-
resent:
• An exploit that has been or could be applied to the given
node ([284, 36, 12]).
• A precondition or postcondition.
• A combination of both the above.
Two examples of this are provided in Figure 4. The exam-
ple on the left is a graph where the vertices represent exploits,
and the example on the right is a graph in which the vertices
represent both preconditions/postconditions (sshd(3,1)) and
exploits (sshd bof(3,1)).
Edges (E). Edges can be directed - to represent specific transi-
tions, or undirected - to represent a general connection between
two nodes which indicates the perpetration of an exploit. Two
examples of this are provided in Figure 4. The example on the
left demonstrates an undirected edge in which two exploits are
connected together. The preconditions necessary for the execu-
tion of the WUFTPDX(MAUDE,NED) exploit are assumed to have
been met in the transition. In other words, the authors have
not considered it necessary to explicitly represent this. Such at-
tack graphs are referred to in the literature as an exploit-oriented
graph [284].
The example on the right demonstrates a directed edge in
which a precondition (sshd(3,1)) is connected to an exploit
(sshd bof(3,1)).
This outlines one of the differences in the visual represen-
tation of an attack graph and an attack tree. Generally, attack
trees use vertices to represent exploits and not preconditions,
preconditions are assumed to have been met in the transition
from one exploit to the next. Attack graphs represent both.
98 of the 118 attack graph configurations (83%) surveyed in
Section 6 (Table 22), represented preconditions explicitly as a
node. However, only 4 out of the 61 attack trees (6.5%, Table
24) specifically used different shapes to represent preconditions
and exploits [150, 308, 321, 382].
Weighted Edges. Weights can be assigned to edges [313, 380]
or vertices [87] to represent costs, probability, risks or other
metrics [313, 372]. These metrics indicate the difficulty of per-
petrating a particular type of attack, or probability/likelihood of
a particular form of attack being successful [420]. The cost can
be codified as continuous values, or as Boolean values such as:




Figure 4. Examples of vertices and edges (adapted from [174, left], [27, right])
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Figure 5. A weighted attack tree in which weights are attached to vertices (reproduced with permission from [40])
not intrusive etc., and continuous values such as: monetary cost
to defend/attack; time to achieve/repel; and cost in resources to
attack/defend etc [346].
An example of this is provided in the attack tree in Figure
5 in which the authors calculate the return on security invest-
ment (ROI) and return on attack (ROA) of conducting particular
exploits.
Sawilla and Ou apply the AssetRank algorithm (a modifica-
tion of PageRank) to measure the importance of system priv-
ileges and vulnerabilities in an attack against a system. The
resulting attack graph includes importance values which are
added to each edge in the attack graph [344].
Attack prediction algorithms are typically based around
Bayesian networks [89] or Markov decision processes [181]
which rely on the metrics provided in the weighted edges. Ex-
amples of this include: the behaviour based attack graph which
measures the risk of critical resources being compromised [89];
the probabilistic attack graph which calculates the annualised
loss expectancy of a computer network to aid in prioritising vul-
nerability patching [181]; and the three probability measures
(exploit success probability, successful occurrence probability
and condition obtained probability) calculated by [113] to mea-
sure the likelihood: of a successful exploit; that the exploit has
been applied; and that an attacker will achieve a given condition
respectively. Further examples are provided in Table 4. This
paper does not explore the representation of weighted edges.
Example of an AMT. It is now useful to apply the theory out-
lined above to an AMT example. The attack graph in Figure 6
demonstrates how a perpetrator could gain user level privileges
on a host which is denoted by the number 2. In this example,
the goal is represented as an ellipse at the bottom of the attack
graph (represented as user(2)).
The attack graph in Figure 6 uses ellipses to represent the
preconditions/postconditions, and rectangles to represent ex-
ploits. Edges in this attack graph connect preconditions to ex-
ploits indicating the preconditions required to achieve the ex-
ploit, and exploits to preconditions indicating that the success-
ful achievement of the exploit produces a set of postconditions
- which become the preconditions for a new exploit. There are
four initial preconditions: sshd(3,1), user(3) (presented
twice) and sshd(3,2). These are presented at the top of the
attack graph.
The preconditions/postconditions and exploits are con-
nected by a directed edge in the form of an arrow which
represents event flow. So, the directed edge connecting
sshd bof(3,1) with user(1) (sshd bof(3,1)→ user(1))
indicates that when the exploit sshd bof(3,1) is applied by
host 3 on host 1, a new postcondition: user(1) is achieved
which means that the perpetrator now has user privilege levels
on host 1.
4.1. Attack Graphs and Attack Trees
Having outlined the underlying theory relating to how







Figure 6. An example attack graph (adapted from [27])
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Figure 7. A threat logic tree (left, adapted from [410]), and an attack tree (right, adapted from [346])
attack trees and attack graphs.
4.1.1. Attack Trees
Bruce Schneier is popularly attributed to have developed at-
tack trees and to have introduced the concept of threat counter-
measures and precondition logic [299, 110, 261, 43, 400, 253,
24, 396]. The actual origins of attack trees can be found in the
contributions by Weiss [410] which were developed further by
Salter et al. [339] (co-authored by Bruce Schneier).
Weiss introduced threat logic trees in 1991 (Figure 7, left),
and provided an example which included risk measurements
and precondition logic. Later, threat logic trees were recast in
the form of attack trees by Salter et al. [339] - who also included
the concept of threat countermeasures. However, the paper that
receives all the credit for the inception of attack trees is the
1999 paper by Schneier [346]. As Figure 7 (left) shows, if the
textual labels are removed from the threat logic tree, there is
no conceptual difference between the threat logic trees and the
attack tree.
The visual structure of event trees and decision trees is
similar to attack trees. Event trees [182] highlight success
and failure in a system [391], whereas decision trees high-
light system failure. Although both event trees and decision
trees have been applied to a computer/cyber security context
[410, 18, 17, 237, 114, 321], neither of these methods have
gained popularity.
Attack trees present cyber-attacks bottom-up. Shapes such
as rectangles and ellipses, or plaintext with no shape are used
to represent preconditions or exploits.
Two examples of the attack tree structure are provided in
Figure 7. Both the attack trees in these examples use rectan-
gles to represent exploits. Preconditions are assumed to have
been met in the transition between exploits. Figure 7 (left) out-
lines the use of weights which in this case are added to nodes
to identify risk levels.
Figure 7 (right) outlines the steps that a perpetrator needs
to complete to be able to open a safe. In this exam-
ple, the conjunction of the perpetrator needing to listen to
conversation AND get target to state combo leads to
a successful eavesdrop. This is represented by the arc con-
necting the two edges accordingly. Although the word and is
added to the arc to represent precondition logic. This is excep-
tional, and as the data in Table 24 shows, very few attack trees
actually represent precondition logic.
In the same attack tree, the disjunctive (OR) relationship
is represented by the absence of an arc. So, any one of:
threaten, blackmail, eavesdrop or bribe will result in
the perpetrator being able to: get combo from target.
Fault trees share the tree structure of attack trees The sym-
bolic representation of fault trees was first proposed by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission [327]. Fault trees were later
standardised by the IEC in 1990, [166], the European Cooper-
ation for Space Standardization [103] and then by the British
Standards Institute [48].
Fault trees are used in a number of industries such as in
the aerospace industry [394, 67, 205], radioactive waste dis-
posal [355], the automotive industry [218, 59], and in the anal-
ysis of failure in computer systems [101, 244, 336]. Although
the fault tree standard is a generic standard (not particularly fo-
cussing on cyber security as a target domain), more recently
fault trees have become a popular means of representing cyber-
attacks [321, 247, 196].
Contrary to the assertion by Mirembe and Muyeba [261]
and Khand [196] - that fault trees lack suitable semantics to en-
able effective reasoning in regard to threat models, fault trees
are in fact one of the most visually expressive AMTs because
they utilise a wide range of standard symbols to express ele-
ments of an attack. The full set of defined symbols spans six
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pages and extends beyond the symbols presented in Figure 8.
The full set includes symbols for: majority vote gates, prior-
ity and (PAND) gates, inhibit gates, NOT gates and sequential
gates - to name a few.
Figure 9 outlines the steps that a perpetrator needs to com-
plete in order to forge a package. This representation highlights
some of the symbols used in the fault tree standard. For exam-
ple, a precondition is represented by a circle, an exploit by a
rectangle, and precondition logic by two distinct shapes (Fig-
ure 8). The triangles represent a connection to another section
of the fault tree - thus enabling fault trees to be ‘compartmen-
talised’.
4.1.2. Attack Graphs
Attack graphs find their origins in the doctoral thesis and
two early papers by Dacier [81, 82, 83]. These contributions
emphasised the concept of a privilege graph which captures the
inheritance of privileges. In this graph, a node represents a set
of privileges owned by a user or a set of users and an edge
represents a vulnerability. In such a graph, preconditions are
presumed in the state transition.
Two attack graph examples are provided in Figure 10. Both
the attack graphs are examples of a partial attack graph wherein
there is a single goal - user level access on host 2 - referred to
as user(2) and h2 user privilege.
The attack graph in Figure 10 (top) represents exploits as
rectangles and preconditions as ellipses. In this example, pre-
condition logic is represented by the presence (AND) or ab-
sence (OR) of an arc. In Figure 10 (bottom), exploits are repre-
sented as ellipses and preconditions as plaintext. In this exam-
ple, precondition logic is not represented.
Figure 10 (bottom) outlines the proliferation of the sad-
mind malware through a network of three hosts (h1, h2 and
h3) [399]. There are three important elements to this attack
[162, 342]:
• The perpetrator has local user privileges on host h3
(h3,user privilege) and aims to get user privilege
status on hosts h1 and h2 i.e., to achieve postconditions:
h1,user privilege and h2,user privilege.
• h1 and h2 are advertising the sadmind service. This
is outlined in the graph as h1,sadmind service and
h2,sadmind service. The sadmind service is a pre-
condition to the attack.
• The perpetrator commits the sadmind buffer
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Figure 8. Fault tree symbols [166]
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be demonstrated? This is difficult to ask,
especially since the rules are anecdotal even for
safety-critical systems analysis. At first look, the
rules offer guidance for the systematic
construction of the FT. The most difficult is
‘Ground Rule II’: the notion of a ‘system’ and a
‘component’ not completely clear.
4.3 Analysis
In Section 2.2, we very briefly discussed the
probability calculation for a root event given
information about the primary events. This is
sensible when good data is available concerning
the likelihood of failure of a given component.
However, in computer security, in common with
many failure problems in computer software
(and some types of hardware), it is difficult to
assign useful probabilities to the events: the
discrete, non-linear nature of these systems
makes a complete nonsense of the concept.
Instead, the analyst must carry out a risk
analysis [15]. The fault tree provides most of
the raw data: it tells the analyst how the
system fails, given the primary events (i.e. the
BASIC, UNDEVELOPED and EXTERNAL
events).
Essentially, the analysis of a fault tree for a
security-critical system provides information
about the interactions by which the system fails.
In this sense, the FTA is also an ‘attack
handbook’ — it identifies routes to obtain
information contrary t  the syste  security
requirements. The system analyst must decide if
any of those routes are plausible, or if they are
unrealistic.
This last point deserves further explanation:
Consider systems that use sy metric
cryptography. The system may be perfectly
implemented (i.e. it does not introduce any
implementation faults — a rarity in real
systems), but during the operational lifetime of
that system, the symmetric algorithm may be
effectively broken. That is, given some
reasonably obtainable informatio , an enemy
can ‘break’ the algorithm sufficiently quickly to
obtain valuable information.
The FTA provides a communication
mechanism between the system designer and
the system certifier. The designer tries to show
that there are no plausible attacks on the
system, while the certifier attempts to show that
the designer’s arguments are wrong, or that the
FTA is an incorrect analysis of the system.
5. Example
The example in this section is a very small
system, and we have left much unresolved. A
real implementation would have possible faults
due to the implementation, as well as protocols
in use. However, it is useful for illustrative
purposes; moreover, this paper is inspired by the
application of this technique to a real system.
Our example concerns software package signing:






















same hash as genuine 
archive
Figure 4: Example FTA for software package signing.
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Fig. 1. An example of attack graph.
The two types of edges in an attack graph have different semantics. The require
relation is regarded as conjunctive, whereas the imply relation is disjunctive. More
specifically, an exploit cannot be realized until all of its required conditions have
been satisfied (different variations of an exploit that require different sets of condi-
tions should be regarded as different exploits), but a condition can be satisfied by
one of the realized exploits that imply that condition. Another important perspec-
tive is that conditions can be divided into initial conditions (those not implied by
any exploit) and intermediate conditions. The main reason for such a distinction is
that initial conditions can be independently disabled to harden a network, whereas
intermediate conditions cannot be without first removing the exploits implying them.
2.2. A relational model for attack graphs
Instead of modeling an attack graph, we model necessary inputs required for gen-
erating the attack graph. The attack graph then becomes the result of relational
queries over these inputs. Such a result may be materialized or simply kept as the
definition of relational views. This flexibility is important in cases where materializ-
ing the complete attack graph is prohibitive. The inputs we model include network
configuration and domain knowledge. Here network configuration refers to the net-
work connectivity, and that which host has which vulnerabilities. Domain knowledge
refers to the interdependency between different type of vulnerabilities and condi-
tions. These are illustrated in Example 2.
Example 2. To generate the attack graph in Example 1, we need the network con-
figuration and domain knowledge shown in Fig. 2. The left-hand side shows the
connectivity between three hosts. Initially, hosts 1 and 2 satisfy the condition x and
host 3 satisfies y. The right-hand side says that an attacker can exploit the vulnera-
bility A on the destination (denoted by the symbol D) host, if it satisfies x and the
Figure 10. Two sample attack graphs by Barik and Mazumdar [2014, top] and
Wang, Hernandez and Van Mieghem [2008, bottom] - both adapted
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as h3,h1,sadmind bof and h3,h2,sadmind bof
and this results in the user privilege status shown as
h2,user privilege in the graph.
As far as the AMT literature is concerned, attack graphs are
the most popular form and a number of attack graph variants
are highlighted in Table 6.
5. Visual Syntax Theory
This section briefly introduces a number of visual syntax
design theories and principles which can be applied to design
effective visual syntax design. These theories include Bertin’s
visual variables [35], Miller’s 7 ± 2 Law [259], Petre’s pri-
mary and secondary notation theory [312], visual distance (in-
spired by Petre [312] and [266]), the Gestalt theories [411],
and Moody’s physics of notations [266]. This discussion is fol-
lowed by a description of further design considerations such as
event flow, shapes and the use of colour.
5.1. Bertin’s Visual Variables
Bertin proposes seven visual variables - position, size,
shape, value, colour, orientation and texture [35]. These vari-
ables are generally used in most visual syntax based systems
and are quite fundamental to visual syntax design. Moody [263]
considers them to be the “vocabulary” and “building blocks”
for visual syntax design and proposes that they are “for graphic
design what the periodic table is for chemistry”.
Three of these variables - shapes, colour and texture are rel-
evant to the present study. Shapes and colour are discussed later
in Section 5.7.2 and 5.7.3 respectively, and the application of
all three in attack graphs and attack trees is discussed in further
detail in Section 6.5.
5.2. Miller’s 7 ± 2 Law
Miller [260] proposes that there is a relationship between
the limits of one-dimensional absolute judgement and limits on
short term memory. As the number of different stimuli increase,
the ability to remember each stimuli decreases.
Miller’s Law advocates that the average human can remem-
ber seven plus or minus two (7 ± 2) objects which implies that
the larger the visual syntax of an AMT - i.e., the total number of
shapes, colours and edge types, the less likely an observer is to
effectively perceive the message being conveyed by the AMT.
Examples of this as applied to AMTs are provided in Ta-
ble 7 which shows that the Bowtie advocated by Levy et al.
[224] conveys more than 10 colours, 6 icons, 2 shapes, and 2
connectors/edges, the misuse case maps proposed by Karpati
et al. [185] comprises of 17 shapes, the misuse sequence dia-
grams proposed by Katta et al. [188] comprises of 13 shapes,
and CORAS proposed by Rumbaugh et al. [333] comprises of
13 shapes and 3 edge types.
S1 sshd_bof(3,1)
2. Execute 
arbitrary code on 
Apache host 1
Figure 11. Attack graph labelling.
Left - character [45], middle - pseudonymous [27], right - textual [122]. All
diagrams adapted.
5.3. Petre’s Principle of Primary and Secondary Notation
Petre makes the distinction between primary and secondary
notation [312]. Primary notation is the set of visual variables
that form the generic structure of diagrams - such as shapes and
lines. Secondary notation - referred to by Moody [266] as dual
coding, refers to objects that are not part of the formal definition
of a framework, but which exhibit relationships and structures
important in aiding the perception of the observer and providing
further ancillary information. In addition, secondary notation
creates a visual distance [266] (discussed in Section 5.4).
Examples of secondary notation include labels and text
[255, 132] - which when combined with visual notation, are
more effective than either one of them on their own [304] and
more likely to improve perception [413].
Secondary notation should be used as a means of providing
additional information regarding a concept or to differentiate
sub-concepts, but not to represent the concept itself.
Labels are a form of secondary notation which are added to
a node in an AMT to aid the understanding of events and sta-
tuses. AMTs utilise three types of label: character, pseudony-
mous and textual. These are demonstrated in Figure 11.
A character label (Figure 11, left) utilises a single charac-
ter, number or other variable to represent the event. Character
labels result in compact models and are useful in demonstrating
concepts. However, they require recourse to a key or reference
material to help understand the label.
A pseudonymous label (Figure 11, middle) uses formal se-
mantics such as an IDS alert ID or CVE ID. Pseudonymous
labels bring an observer closer to the event as seen by an ana-
lyst, however, it requires recourse to a key or reference material
for an observer not familiar with the domain.
A textual label (Figure 11, right) is a textual description of
the exploit/precondition. This requires little or no recourse to a
separate key/description and is particularly useful if the graph is
to be used to aid cyber-attack perception amongst non-experts.
However, textual labels consume more graph space in compari-
son with pseudonymous and character labels. Table 22 and Ta-
ble 24 show that textual labels are particularly popular in attack
trees (n=48, 78.7%) in comparison with attack graphs (n=17,
14.4%).
The use of textual labels impacts the shape that can be used
in a model. Shapes such as ellipses and rectangles can accom-
modate textual labels, however, triangles, circles and diamonds
can not. This is discussed further in Section 6.5.3.
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Personalised attack graph: [390, 271]; host access graph: [316]; hybrid attack graph: [275]; knowledge graph: [318]; mission dependency graph: [376];
Bayesian attack graph: [356]; multiple prerequisite attack graph: [169, 231]; evidence graph: [408]; logical attack graph: [301, 335, 303, 430, 157,
4, 214, 317]; host-compromised attack graph: [232]; predictive attack graph: [230, 232, 286, 288, 231]; attack strategy graph: [280]; privilege graph:
[82, 83, 300, 241, 235], [313]1, [380]1
Dependency graph
Exploit dependency graph3: [289, 403, 28, 284, 174, 404, 7, 73]; exploitation graph: [227]; hybrid dependency graph: [164]; general dependency graph:
[7]; behaviour based attack graph: [89]; probabilistic attack graph: [175, 176, 181]; attack scenario graph: [7]; vulnerability cause graph: [54, 63]; exploit
oriented graph: [284]
1 Although the authors refer to the graph generally as an attack graph, it is in fact based on the privilege graph proposed by [83] and based around the acquisition of privileges.
2 note that although Templeton and Levitt [384], Cuppens and Miege [79] and Alserhani et al. [14] did not specifically refer to their graph as an ‘alert-correlation graph’ the description
tallies with the alert correlation graph described by subsequent authors. Note also that Qin and Lee [319] and Sundaramurthy et al. [377] referred to their graph as a correlation graph
and Sundaramurthy et al. refer to the graph in one instance as an alert correlation graph.
3 Both terms - exploit dependency graph and dependency graph are used in the literature.
5.4. Visual Distance
Section 5.3 outlined that Petre’s secondary notation [312]
can be used to create visual distance between objects [266].
Visual distance refers to the perceptible steps - in terms of vari-
ables such as shape, colour, value and texture, between objects
[365, 416, 373]. This helps to distinguish between objects in a
diagram.
One of the most effective ways of creating a perceptible dis-
Table 7. AMTs that contradict Miller’s 7 ± 2 Law
AMT Total Colour Edge Shape
FACT Tree [334] 11 2 2 7
Bowtie by [224] 21 10 2 9
Misuse case map [185]1 18 1 2 15
Misuse sequence diagrams
[188]
15 5 2 11
CORAS [151, 96] 20 4 3 13
Attack defense tree [354] 10 0 2 8
Incident tree [323] 10 6 1 3
Attack tree [97] 10 0 2 8
Attack graph [345] 13 9 1 3
Attack graph [290] 10 4 1 52
Attack graph [6] 8 43 2 2
Attack execution graph [222] 8 5 1 4
Attack graph [31] 9 54 1 3
1 Total count in this method was difficult to calculate as some - exploit path without
damage for instance, could be considered to be a shape as well as a path. If treated
in this way, the total count could be as much as 26. However, only those specifically
referred to as a path by the authors have been considered thus.
2 Plaintext element treated as a shape.
3 All edges are blue, and this is not treated as a separate colour. In other words, if
edges were black and blue, then the colour count would have increased by 1, in this
case it has not.
4 3 edges of different colours treated as 3 colours rather than 3 edge types.
Note: The data in the table is calculated as follows. The total number of colours (not
including black and white), shapes and edge types were added together to give a total
number of elements. The representation of precondition logic was counted as a shape
(rather than an edge type). The upper section of the table reports AMTs that clearly
violate Miller’s law, i.e., the total number of elements is more than 9, whereas the
lower part highlights those where the total number of elements is 8 or 9. Although
Miller’s law states 7 ± 2, the table ignores, 5, 6 and 7 total elements. In other words,
it represents the more ‘extreme’ examples.
tance is to use particular shape pairings. For example, there
is a perceptible visual distance between a circle|rectangle, and
rectangle|hexagon pairings. However, the visual distance is
less perceptible in shape pairings such as a right angled rect-
angle|rectangle with rounded corners (referred to in this pa-
per as a rounded rectangle), circle|ellipse, square|rectangle and
hexagon|octagon pairings. Similarly, a shape filled with con-
trasting colours such as black|white, or red|green can create
a perceptible visual distance. However, an alteration in edge
colour or texture does not. In other words, the visual distance
between two circles filled with red and green respectively is
more perceptible compared to two circles with a red and green
edge respectively.
Two examples demonstrate this. The shapes in the data flow
diagram proposed by Gane and Sarson [1979, Figure 12, top]
have small visual distances because they are all rectangle vari-
ants. Two of the shapes are right angled rectangles (Figure 12,
top, left and right). One of these (right) has a vertical line. The
third shape (middle) is a rounded rectangle with a horizontal
line. On the other hand, the De Marco data flow diagrams [93,
Figure 12, bottom] maintains better visual distance by using
two rectangles (distinguished by size) and a circle.
Another way of creating a visual distance is by using colour
to fill objects. An example of this is provided by Man et al.
[243, Figure 13] where blue circles represent normal/user priv-
Process Data storeExternal entity
Data flow
Data flow
External entity Process Data store
Figure 12. Data flow diagram notation. Gane and Sarson [128, top] and De
Marco [94, bottom] (both adapted from [266])
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Figure 13. Using secondary notation to create visual distance (adapted from
[243])
ilege levels on a host, and red circles represent root privilege
[243]. In this example, colour provides further differentiation
between the same construct - preconditions.
An example of inadequate visual distance is provided by Al-
homidi et al. (Figure 14). In this example, exploits and precon-
ditions - the primary constructs, are represented using the same
shape - an ellipse, and constructs are differentiated by using up-
per and lower case pseudonymous labels to represent precon-
ditions (IIS(0,2) and SCL(0,1)) and exploits (for example
inj(1,2), sshd bof(2,3)) respectively.
This example contravenes Petre’s primary and secondary
notation theory because Alhomidi et al. have used secondary
instead of primary notation to differentiate two constructs. Fur-
thermore, the use of textual labels - albeit differentiated by up-
per case/lower case, conveys the unintended perception of sim-
ilarity. This is referred to as Gestalt’s factor of similarity (dis-
cussed later in Section 5.5). Consequently, a non-expert might
not be able to easily differentiate between the preconditions
(inj(1,2)) and the exploits (SSH(2,2)).
The visual distance between the vulnerable point/part and
vulnerable responsibility; vulnerable part and mitigated vul-
nerability, and the mitigated vulnerable responsibility and mit-
igated vulnerable responsibility in the misuse case maps [185,
Figure 15] is inadequate because these are differentiated by the
presence or absence of a cross.
Visual distance in the context of attack graphs and attack
trees is analysed in further detail in Section 6.4. As the discus-
sion therein will show, numerous attack graph and attack tree
configurations have been proposed in the research literature in













Figure 15. Visual distance in misuse case maps (adapted from [185])
5.5. The Gestalt Theories
The Gestalt theories of the perception and interpretation of
grouped objects have become a popular mechanism for evalu-
ating observer response to diagrams and objects [199]. These
theories were framed by [411] into seven factors described in
Table 8.
The Gestalt laws indicate that ineffectively designed dia-
grams can distract an observer from or conceal the intended
meaning of the diagram.
5.6. Moody’s Physics of Notations
One of the key contributions to research on effective visual
syntax design are the physics of notations proposed by Moody
[266]. The physics of notations are a set of nine visual syn-
tax design principles drawn from various disciplines including:
cognitive psychology, perceptual psychology, communication
theory and cartography. These principles form the guidelines
for effective diagrams and outline how the eight Bertin vari-
ables should be manipulated.





Table 8. The Gestalt theories
Factor Description
Proximity Objects placed closely together, can br perceived as being part
of a whole. Examples of this include multiple shades of blue
in the sky.
Similarity When objects share similar properties - for example colour,
they are perceived to be associated and/or similar.
Uniform destiny
(‘common fate’)
When multiple factors (or multiple, different instances of a




Simple arrangements of objects are likely to be perceived
first.
Direction Given a diagram with multiple branches, the branch that best
follows the original line is likely to be perceived a continua-
tion of that line.
Closure If objects are close together, they are likely to be perceived as
being part of a whole.
‘Good curve’ Observers are likely to follow a continued line even if the
angle changes.
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Redundancy (a shape represents multiple con-
cepts), and ambiguity (concept has no corre-
sponding shape) should be eliminated
Of the 33 commonly used symbols in the UML class diagram, there are 5 synographs, 20 homographs and 2
symbol excesses [108]. 10 (84.7%) of the attack graphs reviewed and 37 (60.7%) of the attack trees reviewed
had problems of ambiguity (Section 6.4).
Perceptual
discriminability
Techniques such as: visual distance (Section
5.4), shape primacy, redundant coding, percep-
tual popout and textual differentiation should be
used to make objects more distinguishable.
The misuse case maps [185] comprises of 17 shapes. A black triangle represents an exploit path without dam-
age, exploit path with possible damage, compromised/misused responsibility, order of the exploit paths and
last one of the exploit paths. Similarly, a dotted oval represents vulnerable point/part, vulnerable responsibil-
ity, compromised/misused responsibility, mitigated vulnerability and mitigated vulnerable responsibility. It is
difficult to discriminate between these shapes without recourse to a key in working examples [185, 183, 184].
Semantic
transparency
A concept should be directly derived from the
object. This is “the visual equivalent of ono-
matopoeia in spoken language” [57]. A seman-
tically perverse representation is one where an
object infers a different or opposite meaning.
Icon based shapes are sometimes considered useful in aiding the perception of complex concepts [131]. A
stick figure is to represent a user in UML. in CORAS icon of a man represents a threat or stakeholder, a bag
of money represents an asset, a lock represents a vulnerability [151]. However, Masri et al. [248] found that




Complex diagrams can be managed by reducing
the number of objects on the diagram.
This can be achieved by using methods such as modularisation - which divides a diagram into multiple
smaller and more cognitively manageable components, and hierarchy - which abstracts elements of the
diagram to different levels. The Bowtie proposed by Levy et al. [224] exemplifies the problem of complexity.
Cognitive
integration
In diagrams comprising of multiple diagram
forms, methods such as conceptual integration
and perceptual integration should be used to re-
duce complexity.
Conceptual integration proposes the use of mechanisms that allow an observer to assemble information from
multiple diagrams and perceptual integration proposes the use of mechanisms to enable easier navigation
between diagrams. A good example of how complexity can be managed is provided in the fault tree models
where a triangle is used to connect sections of a large model.
Visual
expressiveness
More effective utilisation of design space can be
achieved by maximising the use of Bertin’s vari-
ables.
This principle appears to conflict with Miller’s 7±2 law [259, 292, 223] and to challenge Moody’s own view
that diagrams should be kept within “perceptual and cognitive limits” [263].
Dual coding Text and visual notation are more cognitively ef-
fective when used together [304, 413]
Similar to Petre’s principle of primary and secondary notation, Moody proposes that secondary notation
should be used to bolster cognitive perception.
Graphic
economy
As time progresses, newer symbols are added
to a framework and older ones rarely declared
defunct - resulting in an over-sized syntax.
The decision not to explicitly represent secondary constructs such as initial preconditions, goals and perpe-
trator capability in some attack graphs, [232, 24, 316] can be seen to adhere with the principle of graphical
economy. However, this creates a cognitive load for the observer who has to discern the secondary constructs.
Cognitive fit Diagrams should e developed according to au-
diences. In theory this would suggest one visual
syntax form for experts and another for non-
experts.
Experts and non-experts process diagrams in different ways [69, 198, 416], however, few modelling systems
are mature enough to make provision for both experts and non-experts. ORM (Object Role Modelling) [142]






These methods are highlighted in Table 9.
5.7. Further Visual Syntax Considerations
This section introduces a number of further visual syntax
considerations such as the concept of event flow (Section 5.7.1),
shape - one of Bertin’s visual variables (Section 5.7.2) and
colour (Section 5.7.3) - all of which are important elements of
a visual syntax.
5.7.1. Event Flow
Event flow refers to the direction that the sequence of events
follow. Event flow is not represented in Bertin’s model. This
is surprising given that it is a critical variable in terms of how
observers process information.
The direction of information flow in a diagram can be an
important factor in aiding an observer’s perception of the in-
formation contained therein. Studies into visual scanning have
investigated scanning behaviour to identify location of fixation
and direction of saccades - the movement of eyes in the same
direction between two or more points of fixation. These studies
have analysed, left-right and right-left saccades to understand
eye movement habits [1].
Most research in this field has revealed that eye movement
and scanning tendencies tend to be influenced by past experi-
ences - many of which are culturally driven [1]. Aesthetic pref-
erences in terms of imagery represented left-right or right-left
is strongly influenced by reading habits - themselves driven by
cultural habits [416, 72, 170].
There is less research into top-down/bottom-up preferences
- possibly because most research focuses on reading prefer-
ences and/or aesthetic preferences of images rather than aes-
thetic preferences for process/event flow systems.
Events can be presented top-down - as in flow charts [171],
TROPOS [46] and SDL diagrams [121], bottom-up - as in fault
trees and attack trees, left-right - as in CORAS [84], Riskit
[201], and the event-driven architecture [257], or right-left.
There are very few if any event flow models where events are
represented right-left.
Some frameworks allow diagrams to be presented accord-
ing to a user’s preference. For example state diagrams and the
DRAKON model [307] can be presented either top-down and/or
left-right.
The bottom-up approach adopted by fault trees and bor-
rowed by attack trees aims to focus on the problem/goal - re-
ferred to as an undesirable event in an fault tree, and enable the
non-expert to dissect the causes of the event by reading down
to the causes. An observer might typically follow the tree top-
down - despite it being presented bottom-up.
The attack graph begins the visual narrative at the top of the
graph with an expression of the problems which ultimately lead
to the goal/event - which is represented at the bottom. Again,
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the non-expert will follow this top-down.
5.7.2. Shapes
Shapes are one of the most important visual variables [131]
and can capture important phenomena more powerfully and
succinctly than words [296]. Shapes should be used as the
primary means of communicating information as they are the
primary visual variable for aiding object recognition [266].
The discussion in Section 5.4 has shown that the selection of
shapes is important in aiding perception and that certain shape
pairings such as ellipse|circle, or rounded rectangle|rectangle
can be counter-intuitive.
A detailed analysis of the use of shapes in attack graphs is
provided in Section 6. The discussion therein demonstrates that
ellipses, rectangles, and circles are popular methods of present-
ing cyber-attack constructs. The discussion also highlights that
some researchers prefer not to use a shape to represent a con-
struct but prefer instead to represent the construct using plain-
text.
5.7.3. Colour
Research into colour and perception has included attempts
to understand the links between colour and perceived down-
load speeds [138], the impact of colour in decision making [34],
the link between colour depth and quality of perception [134],
cultural and geographical differences in colour emotional re-
sponses [423, 424], the effect of colour on investment decisions
[197], and the link between colour and hazards [61].
Colour is a central variable in conveying information to an
observer. Colour has suggestive power and the ability to capture
and hold the attention of an observer [425]. If colour is added
to a shape, it could have a greater impact on user interpretation
than the shape on its own [328].
Notwithstanding the benefits of the use of colour, numerous
considerations have to be made when designing colour based
visual syntax. If not applied effectively, colour can create an im-
balance between elements and make one element appear more
important than another [425]. The number of colours used in a
diagram is limited by one’s working memory Hogganvik [151]
and for each colour added to a diagram increases the cognitive
load in terms of Miller’s 7 ± 2 Law [260]. Table 7 outlines
examples such as those by Levy et al. [224] and Sawilla and
Ou [345] where more than eight colours have been used in the
attack model.
Although colour is an effective variable, consideration
should be given to a number of factors such as colour blindness
- 8% of the global male and 0.5% of the global female popula-
tion suffer from a form of colour blindness [76]; the likelihood
that diagrams may be reproduced in black and white [409]; and
consideration that colour is only suitable for conveying nominal
data [206].
The discussion in Section 6.4.1 demonstrates that although
colour is used frequently in attack graphs and attack trees,
generally, there is no underlying rationale for the selection of
colour to represent a particular concept.
5.8. Assessing the Cognitive Effectiveness of AMTs
Notwithstanding the benefits of AMTs in aiding cyber-
attack perception - as outlined in Section 2, more research is
needed to assess the cognitive effectiveness of AMTs.
Table 10 outlines previous research into the cognitive effec-
tiveness of AMTs. The data describes the: AMTs compared
in each study, format of the study, measures used to determine
effectiveness, and study sample sizes.
Although the research outlined therein is a significant con-
tribution to this domain, the data reveals a number of shortcom-
ings relating to:
1. The diversity of AMT selection. There are no known com-
parative studies into the effectiveness of attack graphs in
aiding cyber-attack perception. Although there are con-
ceptual similarities in the visual syntax of attack trees and
attack graphs, only three of the studies under review con-
sidered attack trees [98, 298, 119].
2. Fundamental conceptual differences in AMTs. The vi-
sual syntax of some of the AMTs compared in these
studies is so conceptually different that their selection
could be considered to be cognitively biased. For ex-
ample, the studies by Diallo et al. [98] and Opdahl and
Sindre [298] compared common criteria method and mis-
use cases with attack trees, and misuse cases with attack
trees respectively. The visual syntax of misuse cases and
attack trees are fundamentally different and likely at the
outset to render results in favour of the attack tree - which
they did.
3. Statistical significance. In a number of studies, the num-
ber of participants have been too small to allow for sta-
tistically significant conclusions [242, 98, 53, 185, 119].
4. A number of studies outline the need to ground studies
into the effectiveness of AMTs with firm pedagogic un-
derpinning [242, 98, 53, 119]. In these studies, the mea-
sures of effectiveness are unclear and seem to be based
on personal judgement rather than in recognised method-
ologies and theories.
Collectively these shortcomings outline the need for further
research and they also define some of the parameters that com-
parative evaluations should consider. The research presented in
Lallie et al. [216, 217] aims to address these shortcomings and
propose an attack graph visual syntax which is cognitively ef-
fective and also preferred by practitioners - thereby increasing
the likelihood of adoption.
This problem could be reduced or eliminated if appropriate
visual syntax design theories - such as those described in this
section - or others such as: the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia
[254], Cognitive Dimensions of Notations [140], Guidelines of
Modeling (GoM) [348], Semiotic Quality (SEQUAL) frame-
work [213] were applied to the design and testing of the visual
syntax.
A number of design theories have been applied in numerous
contexts to test visual syntax design. However, most of these
efforts have applied these principles post-design. For example,
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Table 10. Previous AMT comparison studies
AMT Description of Study Effectiveness Measurement n pref 1 Citation
Misuse cases Effectiveness of AMT and practitioner perceptions Case study with observations 10 i [242]
The Common Criteria, misuse
cases & attack trees
High level analysis of the “learnability, usability,
solution inclusiveness, clarity of output, and ana-
lyzability” of AMTs
Self-observation/critical evaluation 2 [98]
DREAD, NIST SP800-30,
OCTAVE-S & CORAS
Which AMT “performs best” Observational. Completion of a risk reduction exer-
cise using the four techniques
1 [53]
Misuse case & FMEA Comparison of techniques for ability to identify
user related failures
80 minute task to analyse scenarios and identify fail-
ures
42 TAM [369]
Attack trees & misuse cases Comparison of techniques in aiding practitioner
perception in threat identification
2x90 minute controlled experiments to measure per-
formance and perception 28/35
2 TAM [298]
Misuse case maps Effectiveness in aiding non-expert stakeholders de-
velop an understanding of multi-stage intrusions
Questionnaire response 12 TAM [185]
Misuse case maps Effectiveness in aiding observers find vulnerabili-
ties and mitigations
Controlled experiment/test to solve series of tasks
and self-reported TAM score
33 TAM [183]
Attack trees Suitability for modelling cyber-threat and in aiding
experts understand threat
Qualitative interview 2 [119]
Misuse case maps & misuse
sequence diagrams
Comparison of techniques for understanding, per-
formance and perception
90 minute task comprising of T/F questions (under-
standing), identifying/listing vulnerabilities (perfor-
mance)
42 TAM [188]
CORAS The effect of visual syntax on understanding a risk
scenario using the CORAS language
Questions relating to model navigation and under-
standing of concepts
25 [152]
CORAS What is the preferred method of visualising vulner-
abilities and visualising risk? comparison of the
UML profile and the standard UML use case icons
Survey comparing alternative representations of risk
scenarios
33 [153]
CORAS An empirical investigation of risk modeling prefer-
ences among professionals and students to improve
Questionnaire emailed to participants to make selec-
tion between modelling alternatives
33 [154]
Attack graph & fault tree An empirical investigation into the effectiveness of
both techniques in aiding cyber-attack perception
computer based test 63 [216]
27 attack graph configurations Evaluation of visual syntax preferences Participants ranked preferred configurations 212 Conjoint
analysis
[217]
1 pref : Preference/acceptance testing method. i=interview; TAM=Technology Acceptance Model [90]
2 2 separate experiments
[250] applied the physics of notations to the KAOS goal mod-
elling language and its supporting tool, Objectiver to determine
how well the model complies with the principles. El Kouhen
et al. [108] applied the physics of notations to a study in which
non-expert users proposed design notations aimed at speeding
up perception of UML.
Masri et al. [248] applied the cognitive theory of multime-
dia learning [254] and the cognitive load theory [378, 379] to
assess the impact of icons in entity relationship diagrams on
user perception.
Further contributions have included the application of de-
sign testing methods to i* [i-star 267], BPNM [132], UML
[268, 131], and misuse cases [151].
Not only have these efforts to evaluate methods been done
- as Moody [263] puts it in a “limited fashion”, but most of
these efforts have been applied post-design. The contributions
by Hogganvik and Lallie et al. [151, 216, 217] are notable ex-
ceptions which apply these techniques at the outset when de-
signing conceptual modelling systems.
6. An Analysis of Attack Graph and Attack Tree Visual
Syntax
This Section draws on the visual syntax design theories pre-
sented in Section 5 and presents a quantitative analysis of the
visual syntax used in attack graphs and attack trees.
The analysis seeks to determine the popular methods of pre-
senting constructs such as event flow, preconditions, exploits
and precondition operators. This reveals custom and practice
which outlines popular modes of visual expression.
In order to determine custom and practice, two questions
are asked whenever a construct is analysed:
1. Is the construct commonly represented in attack graphs
and/or attack trees?
2. If so, how - in quantitative terms, is the construct repre-
sented in the literature?
The structure of this section can be described as follows.
The discussion begins with an explanation and demonstra-
tion of the internal and external semiotic inconsistency prob-
lem. This is a key problem which applies to AMTs described
throughout this section. This is followed by an analysis of event
flow representation in attack graphs and attack trees to deter-
mine the popular forms of event representation. The discus-
sion proceeds to demonstrate why it is important to maintain
an adequate visual distance between objects before analysing
the use of colour and shape edge effects to increase the visual
distance. Following this, the analysis focuses on the shapes
used to represent preconditions (including initial preconditions,
postconditions and goals), exploits and precondition operators.
This discussion also considers why shapes such as diamonds
and circles are wholly unsuited in AMTs.
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Abuse cases, misuse cases, misuse case maps, misuse sequence
diagrams, security use cases, CORAS
Temporal
methods
Diamond model, cyber kill chain, Riskit
Miscellaneous
methods
Event tree, OCTAVE, the bowtie method, influence diagrams, ex-
tended influence diagram
Attack trees
Attack tree, defense tree, attack defense tree, penetration attack
tree, cyber threat tree, security goals indicator tree, incident tree,
FACT tree, attack countermeasures tree, dynamic attack tree,
BDMP tree, threat tree, threat net, attack nets, protection tree,
vulnerability tree, fault trees
Attack graph
Attack graph, alert correlation graph, hyper-alert correlation
graph, alert dependency graph, intrusion graph, i-graph, vulner-
ability graph, exploit oriented graph, state enumeration attack
graph, dependency attack graph, coordinated attack graph, per-
sonalised attack graph, host access graph, hybrid attack graph,
knowledge graph, mission dependency graph, Bayesian attack
graph, multiple prerequisite attack graph, evidence graph, logi-
cal attack graph, host-compromised attack graph, predictive at-
tack graph, attack strategy graph, privilege graph, dependency
graph, exploit dependency graph, exploitation graph, hybrid de-
pendency graph, general dependency graph, behaviour based at-
tack graph, probabilistic attack graph, attack scenario graph, vul-
nerability cause graph, exploit oriented graph
Review Methodology. The data outlined herein was collected
through a systematic literature review which sourced peer-
reviewed journal/conference papers and books/chapters which
specifically use attack graphs or attack trees to demonstrate
cyber-attack related concepts. 223 attack graph related papers
and 147 attack tree papers were analysed giving 370 papers in
total. The search terms applied in the review are described in
Table 11. A process of forward and backward snowballing was
applied to identify further sources. No date/time limitations
were applied to the searches.
Sources were identified through Google Scholar, Web of
Science and Scopus. From this analysis, 120 attack graph and
61 attack tree visual syntax configurations used in published
papers were analysed.
Each attack graph/attack tree figure and the corresponding
narrative provided by the author was analysed at source to un-
derstand the methods used to represent event flow, precondi-
tion operators, preconditions, exploits, attack goals, the use of
colour, the use of labels and the use of shape edge texture.
The resulting data is presented in Table 22 and Table 24.
These two tables form the raw data from which the subsequent
analysis is done.
The analysis counts attack graph/attack tree configurations
and not authors. In other words, if an author has presented the
same attack graph/attack tree configuration in more than one
paper, then that is counted as a single attack graph/attack tree.
Examples of this include the: attack graphs by Jha et al. [175],
Jha et al. [176] and Sheyner et al. [359]1, attack graphs by Li
and Vaughn [226], Li et al. [227], attack graphs by Liu et al.
[236], Liu [233], exploit dependency graphs by [289, 403]2,
1Sheyner et al. is co-authored by Jha et al. and treated as the ‘same’ attack
graph.
2Wang, Noel and Jajodia is co-authored by Noel et al. and treated as the ‘same’
exploit dependency graph.
hyper alert correlation graphs. by Ning and Xu [280], Ning
et al. [281], Ning, Cui, Reeves and Xu [279], attack graphs by
Sheyner and Wing [361], Sheyner [360], host attack graphs by
Xie, Cai, Tang, Hu and Chen [420], Xie, Chen, Wang, Chen
and Hu [421], protection trees by Edge et al. [105], Edge [104]
and attack countermeasure trees by Roy et al. [330, 331, 332].
The analysis relies heavily on quantitative data. Occasion-
ally, this data is presented as n=21, 38.9%. In this example, n
is the total number and the percentage is calculated out of the
total number of attack graphs or attack trees surveyed which is
120 and 61 respectively.
A Poisson log-linear model was used to calculate parameter
estimates (β - also referred to as coefficients) and the effect size
(z). Parameter estimates outline the size of the contribution of a
predictor and describe the effect of a one-unit change in the pre-
dictor on the response if all other predictors are kept constant,
and the effect size is a method of quantifying the difference be-
tween groups. Collectively, this helps to establish whether there
is an association between categorical variables (i.e., whether the
variables are independent or related.)
Section 6.2 will show that a number of authors represent the
same construct using more than one shape. For example, [54]
used a rectangle and a hexagon to represent a precondition in
the same attack graph.
14 authors represented preconditions using multiple shapes
in the same paper. 8 authors represented exploits using multiple
shapes in the same paper. 6 authors represented both precondi-
tions and exploits using multiple shapes in the same paper. This
provides a total of 20 authors who represented preconditions
using multiple shapes in the same paper and 14 authors who
represented exploits using multiple shapes in the same paper.
In these cases, it would be unfair to arbitrate in favour of one
or the other. Consequently, configurations which represented
the same construct using more than one shape were disqualified
from the analysis.
This problem did not apply for any other constructs. Initial
preconditions, precondition operators, goals etc., are analysed
using the full 181 configurations.
6.1. Labels
Table 12 and Figure 16 outline the use of labels in attack
graphs and attack trees.
The data shows that for attack graphs and attack trees over-
all, the popular approach to the use of labels is to present
them as: pseudonymous labels (n=69, 38.1%, β=3.84, z=
4.65, p=0.00), character labels (n=39, 21.5%, β=3.27, z= 3.93,
p=0.00) and textual labels (n=70, 38.7%, β=3.85, z=4.67,
p=0.00).
When this data is analysed for attack graphs and attack
trees separately, the results show that while pseudonymous la-
bels are popular in attack graphs (n=65, 54.2%, β=3.78, z=4.57
p=0.00), they are not in attack trees (n=4, 6.6%, β=1.10, z=1.17
p=0.24).
Character labels are popular in both attack trees (n=10,
16.4%, β=1.95, z=2.23 p=0.03) and attack graphs (n=29,
24.2%, β=2.979, z=3.56 p=0.00). Similarly, textual labels
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Figure 16. Review of representation of labels
Table 12. Review of representation of labels
Attack tree Attack graph All
Shape n % β σ z p n % β σ z p n % β σ z p
No label . . . . . . 3 2.5 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 3 1.7 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
Pseudonymous 4 6.6 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 65 54.2 3.78 0.83 4.57 0.00 69 38.1 3.84 0.83 4.65 0.00
Label 10 16.4 1.95 0.87 2.23 0.03 29 24.2 2.98 0.84 3.56 0.00 39 21.5 3.27 0.83 3.93 0.00
Textual 47 77.0 3.46 0.83 4.17 0.00 23 19.2 2.75 0.84 3.27 0.00 70 38.7 3.85 0.83 4.67 0.00
Total 120 181
σ = standard deviation
are popular in both attack trees (n=47, 77%, β=3.46, z=4.17,
p=0.00) and attack graphs (n=23, 19.2%, β=2.752, z=3.267
p=0.00).
6.2. Internal and External Semiotic Inconsistency
The principle of semiotic clarity was described in Section
5 which explained that each concept should have one corre-
sponding object in order to reduce redundancy and ambiguity.
This section proposes two variations of the principle of semiotic
clarity: internal semiotic inconsistency and external semiotic
inconsistency.
Internal semiotic inconsistency refers to instances where
authors represents the same construct using two or more differ-
ent variables in the same paper or in subsequent papers, i.e., a
construct is represented by not one but multiple shapes - thereby
generating redundancy.
A visual example of the internal semiotic inconsistency
problem is presented in the two papers by Barik and Mazumdar
[26, 27] who presented preconditions using plaintext [26] and
then in a subsequent paper [27], using ellipses. In the same two
papers, Barik and Mazumdar represented exploits using ellipses
[26] and then using rectangles [27].
Further examples of internal semiotic inconsistency in at-
tack graphs are presented in Table 13 which highlights a num-
ber of inconsistencies in papers by the same author/authors, and
most notably a number of examples of internal semiotic incon-
sistency within the same paper. In all these cases, the narrative
presented by authors was explored to understand why the vi-
sual syntax was different. Generally, the reasoning for these
inconsistencies was not clear.
External semiotic inconsistency refers to instances where
multiple authors represent the same construct in different ways.
An example of the external semiotic inconsistency problem is
presented in Figure 17 which demonstrates how the same con-
struct is represented in different ways by different authors.
Throughout the rest of this section, further examples of in-
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Figure 17. An example of external semiotic inconsistency (adapted from [12] (left) and [6] (right))
ternal and external semiotic inconsistency are provided in terms
of the way preconditions, exploits and precondition operators
are represented.
Table 13. Attack graph internal semiotic inconsistency
Semiotic inconsistency Citation
go vs ge [287] vs [290]
Separate
papers
prc, exr vs unclear representations [209] vs [208]
prp, exe vs pre, exr [26] vs [27]
Same paper
prr vs prp [85]
prr vs prh [54]
prr blue vs prh purple [6]
prr vs prh [63]
ortd vs orlr* [232]
pre, exr vs prr, exna [36]
efbu vs eftd [113]
exe, prd vs exd, pre [303]
prp, exe vs prp, exc [136]
* This is for both the attack graph and predictive attack graph in the same paper.
Key: g=goal; pr=precondition, ex=exploit, ef =event flow; o=octagon; e=ellipse;
c=circle; r=rectangle; p=plaintext; h=hexagon; rr=rounded rectangle; td=top-down;
lr=left-right; bu=bottom-up
6.3. Event Flow
The discussion in Section 3 highlighted that one of the key
differentiators in the visual representations of attack graphs and
attack trees is the method used to represent event flow.
Table 23 and Figure 18 highlight the approaches towards
representing event flow in attack graphs and attack trees. These
approaches are: top-down, bottom-up and left-right. There
are no examples of the right-left representation of event flow.
58.6% of all the AMTs represented event flow as top-down
(β=4.26, p=0.00) and 36.5% represented event flow as bottom-
up (β=3.79, p=0.00). There was a stronger effect size in favour
of the top-down approach (z=5.19) compared to the bottom-up
approach (z=4.59). The effect sizes could be subject to Simp-
son’s Paradox and can be explained by there being more attack
graphs in the sample than attack trees. The primary method
of representing event flow in attack graphs is the top-down ap-
proach (β=4.26, p=0.00) and in attack trees is the bottom-up
approach (β=3.68, p=0.00). The effect size in both these cases
is large (z=5.19, z=4.45 respectively).
There were some anomalies to this observation. 7 (5.8%,
β=1.61) attack graphs were presented bottom-up and 7 (5.8%,
β=1.61) were presented left-right. The effect size was small
in both cases (z=1.80). The attack graphs presented bottom-up
were by [33, 21, 281, 232, 157, 33, 417, 366, 390, 383, 271,
353].
2 (3.3%, β=0.51) attack trees were presented left-right,
these were the attack tree by [8], and the penetration attack
tree by [282].
The bottom-up attack graph presented in [366] is the combi-
nation of two modelling techniques - an attack graph and an ex-
tended influence diagram. The two attack graphs presented by
[113] were presented bottom-up for illustrative purposes. The
final attack graph in the same paper was presented top-down.
The decision to present the hyper alert correlation graph
left-right by [281] might have been influenced by the amount of
text the authors needed to present in each ellipse. The predictive
graph presented by [232] is presented both top-down and left-
right. The same applies to the general attack graph. In this case,
there appears to be no rationale for the event flow.
Figure 18. Review of shapes used to represent event flow
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6.4. Visual Distance in Attack Graphs and Attack Trees
Section 5.4 introduced the concept of visual distance. The
discussion in Section 5.4 outlined that variables such as colour,
value and texture - three of Bertin’s visual variables, can be
used to increase the visual distance between objects. The dis-
cussion also outlined that careful consideration should be made
to ensure that there is a perceptible visual distance between two
objects that represent different constructs. A difference in shape
or the colour that fills the shape creates a perceptible visual dis-
tance. However, an alteration in edge colour or texture does
not.
Table 14 outlines 54 instances where there is either no vi-
sual distance between constructs i.e., they utilise the same shape
for both preconditions and exploits, or a small - possibly imper-
ceptible visual distance. This can be analysed further to show
that 10 (8.5%) attack graphs and 37 (60.7%) attack trees had no
visual distance between objects.
A number of examples demonstrate a perceptible visual dis-
tance. Kaynar and Sivrikaya [189] (Figure 19 top) used the
colour of the rectangle - red or yellow, to distinguish between
a precondition or exploit respectively. Similarly, Nandi et al.
[274] (Figure 19 bottom) use colour to differentiate exploits and
preconditions.
The example by Chaufette and Haag [63] (Figure 20 top)
and Durkota et al. [102] (Figure 20 middle) utilise a rectangle
and a rounded rectangle to represent a precondition and exploit
respectively. Sen and Madria [353] (Figure 20, bottom) utilise
a thick edge to differentiate exploits from preconditions. In all
three of these examples, there is an imperceptible visual dis-
tance which makes it difficult to discern between the shapes.
Table 14. Visual distance in attack graphs and attack trees
VD* Description and supporting citations
No visual
distance





Colour red and yellow rectangle: [189]; colour dif-
ferentiates ex and pr: [274]; thick edge differenti-






[20, 19, 49, 51, 52, 99, 99, 110, 127, 147, 158, 167,
177, 186, 196, 203, 205, 247, 253, 262, 269, 277, 299,




Ellipse and rectangle appears to be used interchange-
ably: [111, 123]
* VD= Visual Distance
6.4.1. Colour in AMTs
Section 5.7.3 introduced the use of colour in AMTs. The
discussion therein outlined that although there are benefits to
the use of colour, there are numerous considerations that also
have to be borne when designing colour based visual syntax.
One of these is that colour should be applied effectively, i.e.,
there should be a cognitive reason for the use of a particular
colour. Relevant cognitive reasons could include to increase













Applica�on name: Host 3 Windows XP
2-0
4-55-20

















Figure 20. Examples of a less perceptible visual distance. Top: [63]; middle:
[102]; bottom: [353] - both adapted
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Table 15. Review of shapes used to represent preconditions
Attack tree Attack graph All







noshape 15 28.8 2.34 0.86 2.73 0.01 28 28.9 2.94 0.84 3.52 0.00 43 28.9 3.37 0.83 4.06 0.00
ellipse 1 1.9 0.00 1.15 0.00 1.00 17 17.5 2.46 0.85 2.89 0.00 18 12.1 2.51 0.85 2.96 0.00
rectangle 21 40.4 2.66 0.84 3.15 0.00 15 15.5 2.34 0.86 2.73 0.01 36 24.2 3.19 0.83 3.83 0.00
circle 7 13.5 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07 10 10.3 1.95 0.87 2.23 0.03 17 11.4 2.46 0.85 2.89 0.00
plaintext 5 9.6 1.30 0.92 1.41 0.16 24 24.7 2.79 0.84 3.32 0.00 29 19.5 2.98 0.84 3.56 0.00
diamond . . . . . . 3 3.1 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 3 2.0 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
rrectangle† 3 5.8 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 na . . . . . 3 2.0 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39










noshape 59 96.7 3.68 0.83 4.45 0.00 107 89.2 4.27 0.82 5.20 0.00 166 91.7 4.71 0.82 5.74 0.00
ellipse . . . . . . 4 3.3 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 4 2.2 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24
rectangle 2 3.3 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 4 3.3 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 6 3.3 1.47 0.91 1.62 0.11
circle . . . . . . 3 2.5 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 3 1.7 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
triangle . . . . . . 2 1.7 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 2 1.1 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62






noshape 49 80.3 3.50 0.83 4.22 0.00 93 77.5 4.13 0.82 5.02 0.00 142 78.5 4.55 0.82 5.55 0.00
ellipse . . . . . . 5 4.2 1.30 0.92 1.41 0.16 5 2.8 1.30 0.92 1.41 0.16
rectangle 7 11.5 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07 7 5.8 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07 14 7.7 2.27 0.86 2.65 0.01
circle 2 3.3 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 5 4.2 1.30 0.92 1.41 0.16 7 3.9 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07
plaintext 2 3.3 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 4 3.3 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 6 3.3 1.47 0.91 1.62 0.11
diamond . . . . . . 1 0.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 1 0.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00
hexagon . . . . . . 1 0.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 1 0.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00
octagon . . . . . . 4 3.3 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 4 2.2 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24
rrectangle† 1 1.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 . . . . . . 1 0.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00





noshape 5 8.9 1.30 0.92 1.41 0.16 6 5.4 1.47 0.91 1.62 0.11 11 6.6 2.04 0.87 2.35 0.02
ellipse 3 5.4 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 42 37.8 3.34 0.83 4.03 0.00 45 26.9 3.41 0.83 4.11 0.00
rectangle 31 55.4 3.05 0.84 3.64 0.00 17 15.3 2.46 0.85 2.89 0.00 48 28.7 3.48 0.83 4.19 0.00
circle 5 8.9 1.30 0.92 1.41 0.16 16 14.4 2.40 0.85 2.81 0.01 21 12.6 2.66 0.84 3.15 0.00
plaintext 6 10.7 1.47 0.91 1.62 0.11 22 19.8 2.71 0.84 3.21 0.00 28 16.8 2.94 0.84 3.52 0.00
diamond . . . . . . 2 1.8 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 2 1.2 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62
hexagon 1 1.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 1 0.9 0.00 1.15 0.00 1.00 2 1.2 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62
octagon 1 1.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 . . . . . . 1 0.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00
triangle . . . . . . 1 0.9 0.00 1.15 0.00 1.00 1 0.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00
rrectangle† 4 7.1 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 4 3.6 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 8 4.8 1.74 0.89 1.96 0.05






topdown 0 0.0 . . . . 106 88.3 4.26 0.82 5.19 0.00 106 58.6 4.26 0.82 5.19 0.00
bottomUp 59 96.7 3.68 0.83 4.45 0.00 7 5.8 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07 66 36.5 3.79 0.83 4.59 0.00
leftright 2 3.3 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 7 5.8 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07 9 5.0 1.85 0.88 2.10 0.04




r no colour 39 63.9 3.27 0.83 3.93 0.00 64 53.3 3.76 0.83 4.55 0.00 103 56.9 4.23 0.82 5.15 0.00
shape 14 23.0 2.27 0.86 2.65 0.01 32 26.7 3.08 0.84 3.68 0.00 46 25.4 3.43 0.83 4.14 0.00
line 8 13.1 1.74 0.89 1.96 0.05 24 20.0 2.79 0.84 3.32 0.00 32 17.7 3.08 0.84 3.68 0.00







e No 44 72.1 3.39 0.83 4.09 0.00 99 82.5 4.20 0.82 5.10 0.00 143 79.0 4.56 0.82 5.56 0.00
Yes 17 27.9 2.46 0.85 2.89 0.00 21 17.5 2.66 0.84 3.15 0.00 38 21.0 3.25 0.83 3.90 0.00












noshape 7 11.5 1.61 0.89 1.80 0.07 105 87.5 4.25 0.82 5.17 0.00 112 61.9 4.32 0.82 5.25 0.00
ellipse 1 1.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 2 1.7 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 3 1.7 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
rectangle 2 3.3 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 2 1.7 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 4 2.2 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24
circle 2 3.3 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 2 1.7 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62 4 2.2 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24
plaintext 1 1.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 3 2.5 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 4 2.2 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24
diamond . . . . . . 3 2.5 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 3 1.7 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
FaultTree 22 36.1 2.71 0.84 3.21 0.00 1 0.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 23 12.7 2.75 0.84 3.27 0.00
Arc 21 34.4 2.66 0.84 3.15 0.00 1 0.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 22 12.2 2.71 0.84 3.21 0.00
triangle 1 1.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 1 0.8 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 2 1.1 0.51 1.03 0.50 0.62
Symbol 3 4.9 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 . . . . . . 3 1.7 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
line 1 1.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00 . . . . . . 1 0.6 0.00 1.16 0.00 1.00




s No label . . . . . . 3 2.5 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39 3 1.7 0.85 0.98 0.87 0.39
Pseudonymous 4 6.6 1.10 0.94 1.17 0.24 65 54.2 3.78 0.83 4.57 0.00 69 38.1 3.84 0.83 4.65 0.00
Label 10 16.4 1.95 0.87 2.23 0.03 29 24.2 2.98 0.84 3.56 0.00 39 21.5 3.27 0.83 3.93 0.00
Textual 47 77.0 3.46 0.83 4.17 0.00 23 19.2 2.75 0.84 3.27 0.00 70 38.7 3.85 0.83 4.67 0.00
Total 120 181
† rounded rectangle
σ = standard deviation
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Figure 21. Review of the use of colour in attack graphs and attack trees
Table 16 presents a detailed overview of the use of colour in
preconditions and exploits, and Table 22 and Table 24 provide
a comprehensive overview of the decorative colour applied to
each attack graph and attack tree respectively with accompany-
ing citations and references to the original attack graph/attack
tree representations in the appendices.
78 (43.1%) AMTs utilised colour to either shade the shape
or the line. 46 (25.4%, β=3.43, z=4.14, p=0.00) exclusively
coloured the shape and 32 (17.7%, β=3.08, z=3.68, p=0.00)
exclusively coloured the line. 103 (56.9%) did not use colour
in any way (β=4.23, z=5.15, p=0.00).
The results show that although authors generally prefer not
to use colour, the use of colour to alter shapes and lines is
common and statistically significant. For example, although
there is a general preference not to use colour in attack trees
(n=39, 63.9%, β=3.27, z=3.93, p=0.00), the use of coloured
shapes (n=14, 23.0%, β=2.27, z=2.65 p=0.01) and coloured
lines (n=8, 13.1%, β=1.74, z=1.96 p=0.05) was common and
statistically significant.
Similarly, the use of coloured shapes (n=32, 26.7%,
β=3.08, z=3.68 p=0.00) and coloured lines (n=24, 20.0%,
Table 16. Use of colour in preconditions and exploits
Ellipse ebu egn erd egy etq eye evi ewh
Precondition AG 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
AT 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Exploit AG 3 1 1 2 2 0 0 1
AT 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rectangle rbu rgn rgy rog rrd rbk rvi rye
Precondition AG 0 0 2 0 2 0 1 2
AT 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
Exploit AG 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 3
AT 2 1 4 1 0 0 0 0
Circle cbk cbu cgn cgy cog crd cwh cpk cye
Precondition AG 0 2 3 1 1 3 0 0 1
AT 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Exploit AG 2 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 0
AT 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Colour codes used in the descriptions are according to [165] corresponding to: vi:violet,
bu:blue, gn:green, og:orange, bk:black, ye:yellow, pk:pink, gy:grey, tq:turquoise, rd:red,
wh:white, bn:brown.
β=2.79, z=3.32 p=0.00), was common and statistically signifi-
cant.
4 of the 56 attack graphs presented the whole graph in a
particular colour. In these examples, colour was not used for
any perceivable cognitive reason. It was not used to increase
the visual distance or to add emphasis as all the shapes were
grey [125] or turquoise [2, 135, 136].
Nevertheless, a handful of attack graphs and attack trees
use colour to increase the visual distance between objects - for
example to represent elements such as: initial preconditions
[232, 428, 243, 432], and exploits [175, 256].
Table 16 reveals considerable variance in the way coloured
edges are used. Taking the representation of preconditions us-
ing a circle as a case in point, it can be observed that whilst 11
of the 22 representations apply a clear circle (with black edges),
the remaining 11 are variations which - for example, apply a
green circle [316], blue circle [432], red circle [209], grey cir-
cle [33], yellow circle [428], green circle [222] and an orange
circle [222].
6.4.2. Shape Edge Texture
Alterations in line style, colour or density are examples of
how shape edge texture can be adjusted to increase the visual
distance between objects to make them more perceptible. 14
(11.9%) attack graphs and 17 (27.9%) attack trees utilised tex-
ture in some form or other, these are highlighted in Table 17,
and some examples are provided herein.
Table 23 and Figure 22 highlight the approaches towards us-
ing line texture in attack graphs and attack trees. Table 22 and
Table 24 provide a comprehensive overview of the shape edge
texture applied to each attack graph and attack tree respectively
with accompanying citations and references to the original at-
tack graph/attack tree representations in the appendices.
The data shows that 143 of the 181 attack graphs and at-
tack trees (79%, β=4.56) analysed did not utilise shape edge
texture (z=5.56, p=0.00), whereas 38 (21.0%, β=3.25) did with
a smaller effect size (z=3.90, p=0.00). This was analysed fur-
ther to reveal that 99 of the 120 attack graphs (82.5%, β=4.20)
and 44 of the 61 attack trees (72.1%, β=3.39) did not utilise
line density. In both cases, the effect size was large indicating
a preference not to utilise shape edge texture (z=4.20, p=0.00
compared to z=2.66, p=0.00, and z=4.09, p=0.00 compared to
Figure 22. Review of the use of shape edge texture
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z=2.89, p=0.00 respectively). Examples that utilise shape edge
texture are highlighted in Table 17, and some examples are pro-
vided herein.
Preconditions and exploits have been represented using a
dotted edge to represent the conjunction of two preconditions
[420], to represent exploits [274], to represent vulnerability
nodes, or a red/green edge to representno preconditions and ex-
ploits respectively [73].
Entire attack paths have been represented with double
edged rectangles which mark the nodes in the attack path [361]
or red edges [430].
The use of line density in attack trees is somewhat similar.
Line density has been used to represent attack paths [8], attack
goals [52, 60, 86] and mitigations [24, 40, 203, 299, 407].
Table 17. Representation of shape edge texture
Texture Description and citation
Edge texture Dotted rectangle represents precondition [54]; dotted edge
represents an exploit [420, 421]
Double/triple
edges
Doubled edged rectangles represent an attack path [361,
360]; double edged circle represents a goal: [273]; dou-
ble thick edge represents a goal: [149]; double edged el-
lipse represents a goal [422]; double edged circle represents
a goal [236, 233]; triple edged hexagon represents a goal
[289, 403]; thick lined circle represents a goal [36]
Coloured edges Red and green edges represent a precondition and exploit
respectively [73]; red edges represent an attack path [430]
Mixed Pink with dotted black edge represents an exploit [274]
6.5. The Use of Shapes in Attack Graph/Attack Tree Visual Syn-
tax
Shapes are a central and important visual variable. Shapes
are used in modelling systems to represent important concepts.
This section analyses the shapes used to represent precondi-
tions, exploits and precondition operators in attack graphs and
attack trees. The discussion begins by providing a high level
analysis of the shapes used to represent preconditions and ex-
ploits (Section 6.5.1). This is followed by an analysis of the vi-
sual syntax used to represent preconditions (Section 6.5.1 - in-
cluding initial preconditions, perpetrator capability and goals),
exploits (Section 6.5.1) and precondition operators (Section
6.5.2). The discussion then proceeds to demonstrate the prob-
lem of using diamonds and circles to represent constructs (Sec-
tion 6.5.3).
An overview of the shapes used is outlined in Figure 23.
6.5.1. The Visual Representation of Preconditions and Exploits
14 of the authors investigated in this study represented pre-
conditions using multiple shapes in the same paper. 6 au-
thors represented both preconditions and exploits using multi-
ple shapes in the same paper. These 20 papers were disqualified
from the analysis leaving 141 valid configurations.
An overview of the shapes used in attack graphs and attack
trees is presented in Figure 23 and Table 15. Table 22 and Table
24 provide a comprehensive overview of the shapes applied to
each attack graph and attack tree respectively with accompany-
Figure 23. AMT shapes count
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ing citations and references to the original attack graph/attack
tree representations.
The data shows that the ellipse, rectangle, circle, plaintext,
diamond, hexagon, octagon and triangle have been used to rep-
resent preconditions and exploits. Of these shapes, ellipses,
rectangles, circles and plaintext are the dominant forms of rep-
resenting preconditions and exploits.
Preconditions. Figure 23 and Table 15 outline the shapes used
to represent preconditions.
The data shows that overall - that is including both attack
graphs and attack trees in the 149 papers reviewed, the pop-
ular shapes used to represent preconditions were the rectan-
gle (n=36, 24.2%, β=3.19, z=3.83, p=0.00), plaintext (n=29,
19.5%, β=2.98, z=3.56, p=0.00), ellipse (n=18, 12.1%,β=2.51,
z=2.96, p=0.00) and circle (n=17, 11.4%, β=2.46, z=2.89,
p=0.00).
This data can be broken down to analyse the use of shapes
across attack graphs and attack trees separately. The data
shows that attack graphs generally use plaintext (n=24, 24.7%,
β=2.79, z=3.32, p=0.00), ellipses (n=17, 17.5%, β=2.46,
z=2.89, p=0.00), rectangles (n=15, 15.5%, β=2.34, z=2.73,
p=0.01), and circles (n=10, 10.3% β=1.95, z=2.23, p=0.03) to
represent preconditions. 28 (28.5%, β=2.94, z=3.52, p=0.00)
attack graphs did not represent preconditions. Attack trees
favour rectangles (=21, 40.4%, β=2.66, z=3.15, p=0.00) and
circles (n=7, 13.5%, β=1.61, z=1.80). 15 (28.8%, β=2.34,
z=2.73, p=0.01) attack trees did not represent preconditions.
Initial Preconditions
The data provided in Figure 23 and Table 15 outlines the
representation of initial preconditions in attack graphs and at-
tack trees. Table 18 provides further insights into specific rep-
resentations.
The data shows that overall, it is not common to represent
initial preconditions (n=166, 91.7%, β=4.71, z=5.74). When
analysed across attack graphs and attack trees, the data shows
that 13 (10.8%) of the attack graph configurations and 2 (3.3%)
attack tree configurations represented initial preconditions. The
method of representing initial preconditions was diverse and
there was not enough data to determine custom and practice.
Given that the data shows that it is uncommon to represent ini-
tial preconditions, the corresponding narratives were explored
to understand the reasoning behind why:




Rectangle [226, 227, 85, 41]; yellow rectangle: [173]
Circle Black circle [232]; grey circle: [428]; pink circle:
[172]
Ellipse grey ellipse: [278, 284]; violet ellipse: [6]; orange
ellipse: [159]
Triangle [125]; grey triangle: [290]
Attack tree Rectangle [324]; grey rectangle: [150]
1. The author considered it important or unimportant that
initial preconditions be expressed specifically.
2. The reason for representing an initial precondition in a
manner different to the precondition.
In either case, there was no explanation.
Perpetrator Capability
Although perpetrator capability can be an important consid-
eration in an attack model [313], none of the attack models con-
sidered in this survey distinctly presented this within the con-
figuration. This may be because perpetrator capability is a sec-
ondary construct, and many researchers choose to represent it
as a primary construct in the form of a precondition. Examples
of this representation include Wang et al. [405] who represent
the availability of the ftp service and the possession of trust
privileges using plaintext, and Wang and Jajodia [401] (Figure
10) who represent the availability of the sadmind service (a
precondition) and user privilege (a perpetrator capability) us-
ing ellipses.
Attack Goals
The final postcondition in an attack is the goal of the attack.
The data provided in Table 15 outlines the representation of
attack goals in attack graphs and attack trees.
39 (21.5%) of the attack graphs and attack trees specifi-
cally represented attack goals. Of these, 27 were attack graphs
and 10 were attack trees. Notably, 142 (78.5%, β=4.55) at-
tack graphs/attack trees did not represent attack goals. The
corresponding effect size (z=5.55, p=0.00) indicated that rep-
resentation of attack goals was not common. Notwithstanding,
the representation of attack goals using rectangles (n=14, 7.7%,
β=2.27, z=2.65 p=0.01) is statistically significant although the
effect size is small.
Here again, the corresponding narratives were explored to
understand the reasoning behind why:
1. The author considered it important or unimportant that
attack goals be expressed specifically.
2. The reason for representing an attack goals in a manner
different to the precondition.
In either case, there was no explanation.
Exploits. The data provided in Figure 23 and Table 15 outlines
the representation of exploits in attack graphs and attack trees.
Table 19 provide a comprehensive overview of the precise ex-
ploit configurations of each attack graph and attack tree respec-
tively.
The data shows that overall - that is including both at-
tack graphs and attack trees, the popular shapes used to rep-
resent exploits were rectangle (n=48, 28.7%, β=3.48, z=4.19,
p=0.00), ellipse (n=45, 26.9%, β=3.41, z=4.11, p=0.00), plain-
text (n=28, 16.8%, β=2.94, z=3.52, p=0.00), circle (n=21,
12.6%, β=2.66, z=3.15, p=0.00) and rounded rectangle (n=8,
4.8%, β=1.74, z=1.96, p=0.05).
When broken down to analyse the use of shapes across at-
tack graphs and attack trees separately, the data shows that the
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most popular forms of representing exploits in attack graphs
were ellipse (n=42, 37.8%, β=3.34, z=4.03, p=0.00), plain-
text (n=22, 19.8%, β=2.71, z=3.21, p=0.00), rectangle (n=17,
15.3%, β=2.46, z=2.89, p=0.00) and circle (n=16, 14.4%,
β=2.40, z=2.81, p=0.01). In the attack tree representations,
the only shape to render a statistically significant result was the
rectangle (n=31, 55.4%, β=3.05, z=3.64, p=0.00).
The results show that although the overall results suggest
that the ellipse, rectangle, circle, plaintext and rounded rect-
angle are popular forms of representing exploits, the ellipse,
circle and plaintext are popular for the attack graph but not the
attack tree. The rounded rectangle - whilst statistically signifi-
cant overall, is not so for either the attack graph or attack tree.
Table 19. Analysis of exploit representation in attack trees
Shape Citation
Circle [203, 407, 205, 305]; red circle: [24]
Ellipse [86, 314] green ellipse: [127]
Hexagon [60]
Plaintext [8, 99, 177, 253, 315, 99]
Rectangle
[20, 49, 52, 110, 119, 158, 196, 247, 247, 262, 277, 299, 306, 324,
325, 346, 382, 386, 19, 147, 282, 245, 246, 269, 123] blue rectangle:
[321, 308] rounded rectangle: [51, 39, 334] green rectangle: [40]
grey rectangle: [126] [167] [186] [337] orange rectangle: [387]
Octagon Turqoise octagon: [150]
Mixed
Circle and rectangle: [323] [111] green hexagon and red hexagon:
[310] grey circle and grey triangle: [354] rectangle and ellipse: [395]
rectangle, rounded rectangle, and green rectangle: [385]
6.5.2. Representing Precondition Logic
The discussion in Section 3.2 outlined the importance of
presenting precondition logic. Data relating to how precondi-
tion logic is represented in attack graphs and attack trees is pre-
sented in Table 15, Table 20 and Figure 24. Raw data relating to
the use of visual syntax to represent precondition logic in attack
graphs and attack trees is provided in Table 20.
112 (61.9%, β=4.32, z=5.25, p=0.00) attack graphs/attack
trees did not represent precondition logic. The fault tree (n=23,
12.7%, β=2.75, z=3.27, p=0.00) and arc (n=22, 12.2%, β=2.71,
z=3.21, p=0.00) were the most popular form of representing
precondition logic.
When the attack graph and attack tree are analysed sepa-
rately, one can see that this is subject to Simpson’s paradox.
15 (12.5%) attack graphs presented precondition logic, 105
(87.5%, β=4.25) did not. The effect size (z=5.17, p=0.00) in-
dicates that it is not common to represent precondition logic in
attack graphs. Furthermore, although the ellipse, rectangle, cir-
cle, plaintext, fault tree symbol, arc and triangle have been used
to represent precondition logic, these results are not statistically
significant and the effect size is very small (ranging from z=0
to z=0.87).
The representation of precondition logic is much more com-
mon in the attack tree literature. 54 (89.0%) attack trees pre-
sented precondition logic. The fault tree (n=22, 36.1%, β=2.71,
z=3.21, p=0.00) and the arc (n=21, 34.4%, β=2.66, z=3.15,
p=0.00) were the most popular form of representing precondi-
tion logic.
Figure 24. Shapes used to represent precondition logic
6.5.3. The Problem with Diamonds and Circles
The data presented in Figure 23 and Table 15 demonstrates
that circles are a popular method of representing preconditions
and exploits, but diamonds, hexagons, octagons and triangles
are not. Diamonds, hexagons, octagons and triangles are proba-
bly unpopular because the use of these shapes compromises the
size of the textual label that can be added to the shape. However,
despite their popularity, circles are not suitable for representing
textual labels.
6.5.4. Circles
Gadyatskaya et al. [127] uses a combination of circles and
ellipses to represent preconditions and exploits. In this exam-
ple, it appears that the width is being adjusted to accommodate
the label being presented.




Arc [122]; Circle [390], Black circle - [301]; Diamond [345, 344, 11, 4];
Ellipse Ellipse with the word ‘and’ inside [271, 353]. Ellipse represents
‘or’, diamond represents ‘and’ [54, 11, 4]; Fault tree symbols Fault tree
symbols turned upside down and coloured black: [239]; Plaintext [366,
383, 417, 54, 356]; Triangle The word ‘and’ added to a triangle [189]
Arc: [39, 40, 49, 105, 253, 104, 186, 245, 203, 24, 407, 246, 177, 127,
354]; Arc with the word ‘or’. Absence of arc represents ‘and’: [123];
Double arc is an ‘and’: [282]; Arc with the word ‘and’ and a double arc
with the word ‘or’: [324]; Arc - word ‘and’ added to the arc - the absence
of an arc represents an ‘or’: [346, 299, 110]
Attack
Tree
Fault tree symbols: [147, 395, 60, 321, 306, 337, 247, 297, 305, 382,
167, 99, 205, 111, 323]; The words ‘and’ and ‘or’ added the fault tree
shapes: [99, 158, 330, 331, 332, 334]; The words ‘and/or’ added to the
side of the fault tree symbol: [247]; The word ‘or’ added to a rectangle
which sit to the side of the fault tree symbol: [262]; Incorporate both
an ‘and’ and a ‘sequential and’ with the latter being represented with a
left-right arrow in the ‘and’ symbol: [20, 19]
Miscellaneous methods. Circle. With the word ‘and/or’: [310]; The
word ‘and’ inside, absence of circle represents ‘or’: [119]; Ellipse and
rectangle Green ellipse and blue rectangle to represent ‘and/or’ respec-
tively: [126]; Edge/line. use the edge connecting events to represent pre-
condition operators. A solid edge represents ‘and’ and a dotted edge
represents ‘or’: [97]; Plaintext: [325]; Rectangle. Thick edged rectan-
gle and black rectangle represent ‘and/or’ respectively: [196]; Rectangle:
‘or’, rounded rectangle: ‘and’: [385]; ∧ and ∨ to represent ‘and/or’ re-
spectively: [51, 277, 315]; Triangle. Triangle with a ‘plus’ symbol inside:
‘and’ - [269]
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In an example by Ralston et al. [321]3, the text is hanging
over the edges of some of the circles. Another example of this is
provided by Patel et al. [308] who present textual labels within
circles - here again the text is hanging over the edges of some
of the circles.
6.5.5. Diamonds
5 of the AMTs that used a diamond combined it with a
pseudonymous label and ‘stretched’ the diamond to enable the
label to fit [345, 430, 4, 133, 376].
Generally, the combination of circles/diamonds with char-
acter or pseudonymous labels is not a problem [36, 157, 11,
317, 303], and the present review found only one instance
where a textual label fits a circle without the need to modify
the circle size [366].
This demonstrates that diamonds and circles - whilst suited
to accommodating character labels, are not suited to accommo-
dating pseudonymous or textual labels. The shape has to be
unacceptably modified to accommodate the label. This is not
a problem unique to attack graphs. In a Riskit diagrams pre-
sented by Kontio and Basili, circles are used to represent pro-
cesses [202]. Here again there are numerous examples where
the textual label does not fit into the circle. In most cases, the
text is allowed to bleed over the edge4.
3Tanu and Arreymbi presents the same attack graph in their paper - with the
same results [382].
4Consider for example Figure 6 in [202].
7. Discussion
This paper provided an overview of cyber-attack theory and
emphasised the primary constructs (exploit, precondition and
precondition logic) and secondary constructs (initial precondi-
tion, perpetrator capability, postcondition and goal). These pri-
mary constructs represent the basic elements of a cyber-attack
and are considered to be the concepts that should be represented
in an AMT.
A key argument in this paper has been that although the re-
search shows a clear divide between papers that focus on attack
graphs and those that focus on attack trees, both attack graphs
and attack trees are essentially a graph based structure with the
main differences being the manner in which event flow is repre-
sented, the representation of preconditions, and representation
of full and partial attacks. This is an important argument in
the context of the present study and has rarely been expressed
before. This premise enables similar studies to generalise the
problem domain to include both attack graphs and attack trees.
One of the central arguments of this paper is that the vi-
sual syntax of attack models such as attack graphs and attack
trees is not scientifically designed, and that researchers use self-
nominated visual syntax to model the attack. This is referred to
by Alexander [9] as the unselfconscious design approach and
manifests itself in some graph based AMTs in three ways:
1. Failure to standardise.
2. Ineffective design.
3. An assumption of cognitive effectiveness.
Table 21. Custom and practice in the representation of constructs in attack graphs and attack trees
Concept Custom and Practice
Event flow There is a preference towards representing event flow as both top-down (n=106, 58.6%, β=4.26, z=5.19 p=0.00) and bottom-up (n=66, 36.5%, β=3.79, z=4.59
p=0.00)
Colour There is a strong preference not to use colour to in attack graphs and attack trees (n=103, 56.9%, β=4.23, z=5.15 p=0.00). Where colour is used, it is used to
colour the entire shape (n=46, 25.4%, β=3.43, z=4.14 p=0.00), or the edge of the shape (n=32, 17.7%, β=3.08, z=3.68 p=0.00). Grey, green, blue, red, yellow
are the most popular colours. Colour is generally used to represent particular concepts and occasionally used to increase visual distance.
Line texture There is a preference not to use line texture in attack graphs and attack trees (n=143, 79.0%, β=4.56, z=5.56 p=0.00). Although a number of authors have
used line texture (n=38, 21.0%, β=3.25, z=3.90 p=0.00), there is no consistent approach to how colour is used in attack graphs or attack trees
Preconditions There is a preference across attack graphs and attack trees to represent preconditions using rectangles, (n=36, 24.2%, β=3.19, z=3.83 p=0.00), plaintext (n=29,
19.5%, β=2.98, z=3.56 p=0.00), circles (n=17, 11.4%, β=2.46, z=2.89 p=0.00), and ellipses (n=18, 12.1%, β=2.51, z=2.96 p=0.00) in that order. There is
also a preference not to represent preconditions (n=43, 28.9%, β=3.37, z=4.06 p=0.00).
Initial
preconditions




capability is not specifically represented in any of the attack graphs or attack trees surveyed.
Attack goals The general preference amongst authors is not to represent attack goals (n=142, 78.5%, β=4.55, z=5.55 p=0.00. However, there is a preference to represent
attack goals using rectangles ( n=14, 7.7%, β=2.27, z=2.65 p=0.01).
Exploits There is a preference across attack graphs and attack trees to represent exploits using a rectangle (n=48, 28.7%, β=3.48, z=4.19 p=0.00), ellipse (n=45, 26.9%,
β=3.41, z=4.11 p=0.00), plaintext (n=28, 16.8%, β=2.94, z=3.52 p=0.00), circle (n=21, 12.6%, β=2.66, z=3.15 p=0.00), and rounded rectangle (n=8, 4.8%,
β=1.74, z=1.96 p=0.05) in that order. There is also a preference not to represent exploits (n=11, 6.6%, β=2.04, z=2.35 p=0.02).
Precondition
logic
The representation of precondition logic is common in attack trees where the common methods of representing precondition logic is to use the fault tree
method (n=23, 12.7%, β=2.75, z=3.27 p=0.00) or the arc method (n=22, 12.2%, β=2.71, z=3.21 p=0.00). Most attack graphs and attack trees do not represent
precondition logic (n=112, 61.9%, β=4.32, z=5.25 p=0.00).
Labels The common methods of representing labels in both attack graphs and attack trees is as textual (n=70, 38.7%, β=3.85, z=4.67 p=0.00), pseudonymous (n=69,
38.1%, β=3.84, z=4.65 p=0.00) and character labels (n=39, 21.5%, β=3.27, z=3.93 p=0.00).
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7.1. A Failure to Standardise
The visual syntax of modelling systems such as fault trees
and Petri nets is standardised [166, 311] - resulting in a common
understanding of the visual syntax used to represent elements of
the respective framework.
Attack graphs and attack trees which suffer from a lack of
standardisation and a distinct lack of prescriptive methodolo-
gies and common approaches in terms of their visual syntax
[87] which leads to the problem of “ambiguous semantics”
[253]. This paper (Section 6) showed that there are more than
seventy five attack graph visual syntax configurations and more
than twenty attack tree configurations.
The visual syntax in these examples differ in terms of the
shapes used to represent constructs such as preconditions and
exploits. The availability of numerous opposing proposals can
give rise to confusion for researchers and practitioners in de-
ciding which to use and is evidence of an “immature research
field” resulting in a “fragmentation of research efforts” [265].
7.2. Ineffective Design
Many AMTs appear not to have undergone an effective de-
sign process. Too often, the cognitive value of graphical models
is overlooked in the design of the model.
As in many other visual modelling systems, the design
of AMT visual syntax is “ad hoc” [265], “unscientific”, and
based on “intuition... [and]... personal taste rather than sci-
entific evidence” [263]. Hogganvik and Stølen adds that the
visual syntax is used as “decoration” or aesthetic attribute to
make the model “look nicer” [152]. The effect of this is that
the visual modelling system conveys unintended and distorted
meanings [263].
7.3. An Assumption of Cognitive Effectiveness
Moody argues that cognitive effectiveness “is not an intrin-
sic property”, it has to be designed into the framework, but too
often, the cognitive value of diagrams is assumed without ev-
idence. Bad layout decisions can distort information and give
way to unintended judgements on diagram aesthetics [263].
Ineffective design can lead to systems that are cognitively
ineffective - resulting in visual syntax that is visually and cog-
nitively unintuitive.
Quite often, these designs have not been tested for their ef-
ficacy in enabling observers to understand complex attack se-
quences. Where they have been tested, this has often been done
post-design [151].
There are very few formal methods of evaluating concep-
tual models and visual syntax [419] and where attempts have
been made to evaluate such methods, these have been done in a
“limited fashion” [264].
Section 5.8 showed that there are limitations in terms of the
diversity of AMT selection, fundamental conceptual differences
in AMTs, statistical significance, and a failure in the effective
pedagogic grounding of these studies.
The key contribution of this paper has been a quantitative
analysis of the attack graph and attack tree visual syntax pro-
posed by researchers. This analysis has highlighted the range
of visual variables used in the published literature. This has
been referred to in this paper as custom and practice and is
summarised in Table 21.
The discussion has also demonstrated four related prob-
lems:
• The problem of internal and external semiotic inconsis-
tency.
• That there is wide ranging practice deployed in the con-
struction of attack graphs and attack trees.
• That there are no standard methods for presenting either
attack graphs or attack trees.
• The visual syntax of both attack graphs and attack trees
is self-selected.
This discussion emphasises the importance of designing an
attack graph visual syntax using evidence based design princi-
ples. This discussion alongside the theories and methodologies
relating to visual syntax design outlined in Section 5 provide the
basis for the attack graph design described in [216] and [217].
The work described in Lallie et al. [216] and Lallie et al.
[217] is one of the first attempts to develop a standardised attack
graph visual syntax.
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Table 22. A review of attack graph visual syntax
This table is presented generally in alphabetic order of author surname. However, some entries are are not in alphabetic order and have been swapped to ensure the page space is used efficiently.
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
Attack graph [2] td X X p e X X* ps X * all nodes are turqoise
Logical attack graph [4] td X e|d* r d |e X X ps X *Ellipses represent AND, diamonds represent OR, however the same node represents preconditions as represents
exploits.
Attack graph [5] td X X X rrbu |erd rog X tx X
Attack graph* [6] td evi X ebu rgn X X ps X *potential mitigations represented as orange rectangles
State enumeration
attack graph
[12] td X X e e* X X ch X *ellipses are used to represent both exploits and preconditions, the distinction is made with exploits represented as
lower case text and preconditions as uppercase
Attack graph* [11] td X d|e† u u X X ch X *The terms attack graph and attack tree are used interchangeably, in particular when referring to the figure †(∧), d(∨)
Attack graph [21] lr X X e* pie X X ps X *grey represents states visible to an IDS
Attack graph [26] td X X p e X X ps X Note the difference in visual syntax of the two attack graphs proposed in [26]and [27]
Attack graph [27] td X X e r X X ps X
Attack graph [31] bu X X eye rbu X X ps X
Attack graph [33] lr X X c |cgy pie X X ps X
Attack graph [36] td X X p e c* X tx X *thick lined circle
Attack graph [36] td X X r X X X ps X
Attack graph [41] td r X r e p X ps X
Coordinated attack
graph





[54] td X r|h† r |h§ h X X tx X *unclear use of hexagons and rectangles; †dotted rectangle encompasses precondition nodes. Does not appear to
distinguish between conjunction/disjunction; §precondition is represented by both the rectangle (’simple node’) and
the hexagon (’compound node’)
Vulnerability cause
graph
[63] td X X r|rr |h* rr X X tx X *rectangles, rounded rectangles and hexagons are used interchangeably, however these are not clearly explained
Attack graph [65,
64]
td X X p e X X ps X
Attack graph [70] td X X p e X X ps X
Exploit dependency
graph
[73] td X X e* e † X X ps X *red edge, †green edge
Privilege graph [83] td X X pie X c X ch X
Dependency attack
araph
[85] td X X p|r* e rgn y† ps X *Privileges given as rectangles and other preconditions as plaintext †goal given as a grey rectangle
Risk flow attack
graph
[85] td r X p p rgy rgy ps X
Attack graph [89] td X X X r X X tx X
Attack graph [102] td X X r rr d X tx X
Attack graph [113] td X X p e X X ps X Note: two attack graph configurations are proposed in the same paper
Attack graph [113] bu X X p e X X ps X
Dependancy Graph [118] td X X e pie X X ps X
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)











Table 23 – continued from previous page
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
i-graph [122] td X arc e e X X tx X *introduces ‘quorum operators as a double arc as well as the normal conjunction/disjunction “Minimum Required
Quorum (MRQ) on it, which represents the minimum number of child nodes whose goals need to be achieved in
order for the node with incoming Quorum edges to be achieved”
Attack graph [125] td t X r e o X† ps X *given as a downward facing triangle, this image is also used in [290] †all shapes are grey
Attack graph [129] td X X r* e X X† tx X *A distinction is made between a threat and a vulnerability by the use of an ‘angry face’ and ladybird icon respectively
† attacks presented with a red edge
Attack graph [133] td X X X e|d e|d X X ps
Attack graph [135] td X X p e* X y† ps X *In a separate paper [136] present exploits as circles and as ellipses in two separate attack graphs; †all shapes presented
in turqoise
Attack graph [136] td X X p e* X X† ps X *In the same paper, Ghosh and Ghosh present exploits as circles †all shapes presented in turqoise
Attack graph [149] td X X e pie y* X ps X *goal represented as an ellipse with a double thick edge
Attack graph [157] lr X X d e X X ch X
Attack graph [159] td eog X e r hgn X ps X
Multiple prerequi-
site graph
[169] td X X c|r* t† X X ps X *circles represent states, rectangles represent preconditions. †downward pointing triangle
Attack graph [169] td X X c pie X X ps X





td X X X r X X ps X
Three different attack graphs are presented in the same paper and one is repeated in the paper by Sheyner et al..
These are counted as three separate attack graphs *Sheyner et al. is co-authored by Jha et al. †in-edge labelstd X X X cbk
† X X ps X
td X X X c* X X ps X
Attack graph [174] td X X p egn X X ps X
Attack graph* [173] td rye X rye ebu opk† X ps X *On page 36, Jajodia and Noel present the attack graph previously presented by[125] in a colorised version. The
original is not cited. †divided into overall postconditions represented as a pink hexagon or intermediate postconditions
represented in plaintext
Attack graph [179] td X X p e X X ps X
Probabilistic attack
graph
[181] td X X rtq etq X X ps X
Attack graph [189] td X tgy* rrd rye X X ps|tx X *ANDgreytriangle, OR represented (one presumes) by absence thereof
Compact attack
graph
[192] td X X p rr X X ps X [192] is similar to [26]. Note: The attack graph and compact attack graph proposed in [192] and [193] are
essentially the same
Attack graph [193] td X X p rr X X ps X
Attack graph [209] td X X crd rgy |rwh* X X ps X *white and grey rectangles are used to represent exploits. White rectangles represent perpetrator action, grey rect-
angles represent final perpetrator action. A clear circle is used to represent hosts. NB. The editors and reviewers of
‘Communications and Multimedia Security’ appear to have missed the six profanities in the attack graph....
Attack graph [208] td X X u* u* u* X ps X *four colours and two shapes (rr, r) are used but there is no explanation outlining the meaning of the colours/shapes
Logical attack
graph*
[214] td t X d e r† X ps X *Near identical graph to [317]
Access execution
graph
[222] td X X cgn |rvi |cog rye X X tx* X *test used for certain prerequisites but not for anything represented using a circle
Predictive
Attack graph [232]
lr* X X X c X X ch X
*The predictive attack graph is presented both left-right and top-down in the same paperlr X X X cbk X X x X
td X X X c X X ch X
E-graph [226,
227]
td r X X r r X ps X
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)











Table 23 – continued from previous page
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
Attack graph [228] td X X e e X X* tx X *The example highlights two nodes in grey
Attack graph [228] td X X cgn pie X X ps X
Attack graph [232] td cbk X X cgy X X ps X An attack graph is presented in each of the papers by [232, 229], both of them are different. The attack graph
presented in [232] is presented both top-down and left-rightAttack graph [229] td X X X c X X ps X
Attack graph [236,
233]
td X X X e X* X ps X* *Double edged circle represents goal
Compressed attack
graph
[238] td X X u e X X ps X
Attack graph [239] td X ft c c X X* tx X * all edges are blue
Attack graph [240] td X X p p X X ps X
Attack response
graph
[241] td X X X c X X tx* X *textual explanation added at the side of each node
Attack graph [243] td X X cbu |crd* pie X X tx† X *blue is normally privilege level, red is root privilege. †exploit described as ps
Attack graph [256] td X X X cwh |cpk |
crd*
X X* ch X *colour used to denote severity of exploit
Personalised attack
graph
[271] bu X e* rgy r r† X tx X *with the word ‘and’ inside †bold blue edge
Attack graph [273] td X X X c c* X ch X *double edged circle
Attack graph [274] td X X c* cbu |cpk† cgn X ch X *pink with dotted black edge.
†utilises blue nodes referred to as transition nodes
Hybrid attack graph [276] td X X e pie X X ch X
Attack strategy
graph
[280] td X X X e* X X tx X *source and destination ip addresses presented as in edge labels
Alert correlation
graph
[281] td X X X X X X ps X
Hyper alert
correlation graph




lr X X X e X X ch X
Integrated correla-
tion graph





td X X p e o† X ps§ X
Attack graph* [284,
290]
td X X X etq X X ps X
*The exploit dependency graph presented in [284] is a compact version of the state enumeration graph
Condition oriented
attack graph*
[284] td X X rgy pie X X ps X
Exploit oriented at-
tack graph*
[284] td egy X egy pie x X ps X
Attack graph (low
Level)
[283] td X u e r X X ps X
Attack graph [287] td X X rpk ebu opk X ps X *one of the preconditions: execute(web) appears to have been misrepresented without a shape or colour
Attack graph [290] td tg* X p|rye ebu eye X ps X *green downwards facing triangle
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)











Table 23 – continued from previous page
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
Privilege graph [300] td X X c|e|pie* X* X X ch X *in edge labels represent the preconditions which are explained in the caption, circles and ellipses represent the state
of the host after an exploit. Although exploits are not represented, it is assumed that they have been executed.
Attack state graph [300] td X X pie* X X X ch X *The explanation of the graph is insufficient and the observer is left to work out that the in-edge labels represented
in the attack state graph, correspond to the in-edge labels presented in the privilege graph (Presented in the same
paper). Clear and black ellipses are used to represent the states after an exploit has been applied. Here again, there is
no explanation
Logical attack graph [301] td X cbk c* r† X X ch X *referred to as a ‘fact node’. There are two types of fact node: a ‘primitive fact node’ (small black circle), and a
derived ‘fact node’ (a circle with a number in it). *represented as a ‘derivation node’ which is explained as “how the
fact becomes true”, i.e., how a possible vulnerability is realised”.
Attack graph [303] td X X e|d* e|d* X X ch X *Each preceding number in the attack graph corresponds to a key also provided in the paper. The numbers 1, 2, 6, 7,
11 and 12 correspond to exploits, the rest correspond to preconditions. The figure shows that diamonds and ellipses
are used to represent exploits and preconditions interchangeably
Host access graph [316] td X X cgn cgn X X ch X
Logical attack
graph*
[317] td X X d e r† X ps X *Near identical graph to [214] †The graph includes ‘configuration nodes’ represented as rectangles. These are pre-




td X d|e r* d* X X ps X *coloured red to blue according to AssetRank value †d(∨) e(∧)
Attack graph [353] bu X e* r r X X tx X† *Ellipse with text † specific exploits outlined with double density line
Bayesian attack
graph
[356] td X rvi X e X X tx X
Attack graph [358] td X X e pie x X tx X
Attack graph [361,
360]
td X X X cgy* X X ch X *shaded grey circles used to outline IDS alarms
Red rectangles are used in examples to highlight attack paths, these are not part of the definition
Defense graph [366] bu X p|d e e X X tx X
Attack graph [375] td X X c c X X ch X
Mission depen-
dency graph
[376] td X X r|d e X X ps X
Alert correlation
graph
[377] td X X r e X X tx X
Attack graph [383] bu X p(∨) p p X X tx X
Personalised attack
graph
[390] bu X c* r† rgy X X tx X * conjunction represented with a circle - not labelled †solid and dashed line rectangles
Attack graph* [402] td X X r e X X† tx X *Although referred to as an attack graph, other authors have referred to a graph representing a similar concept as an
alert correlation graph; †grey shapes used to highlight missing alerts
Attack graph [404,
405]
td X X p e egy X ps X
Attack graph [399] td X X p e X X ps X
Multiple prerequi-
site graph
[414] td X X u u X X ps X Multiple colours are used in the graph, the narrative does not reveal the meanings of the colours and it is not possible
to discern preconditions and exploits
Attack graph [417] lr X p c c X X ch X
Host attack graph [420,
421]
td X X X pie* X X ps X *exploits are represented with a dotted edge
ellipses are used to identify hosts - hence the name
Sub attack graph [421] td X X e* pie† X X ch X *represented as states, the specific state is not identified †an in edge label is provided, the label has to be correlated
with a table (also provided)
Attack graph [422] td X X X pie* e† X ch X *exploit is presented as a label. A separate table is provided to aid the observer †doubled edged ellipse
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)











Table 23 – continued from previous page
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
Attack graph [428] td cgy* X cye |crd† pie X X ch X *grey†red nodes represent root privilege, yellow nodes represent user privilege
Logical attack graph [430] td X X e d X X* ch X *red edges as well as black edges
Attack graph [426] td X X p e X X ps X
Bayesian attack
graph
[429] td* X X p e |egy X X ch X * The same paper also presents the attack graph as left to right
Protocol vulnerabil-
ity correlation graph
[427] td X X c* X X X ch X *light green edge
Attack graph [431] td X X p c X X ch X
Attack graph [432] td X X cbu* rbu† X X ch X *represented as a target host against which an attack has been successful †exploits are represented as free standing
rectangular boxes in which the exploit description is inserted
Attack graph [433] td X X X e X X tx X
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)











Table 24. A review of attack tree visual syntax
This table is presented generally in alphabetic order of author surname. However, some entries are swapped to ensure the page space is used
efficiently and may not appear in alphabetic order
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
Attack tree [8] lr X X X p X X tx X* *Attack path
Attack tree [8] lr X X X p X X tx X* *Attack path
Attack tree [20] bu X ft* r r X X tx X * ft AND/OR and SAND
Dynamic Attack
Tree*
[19] bu X ft† r r X X tx X *Dynamic because it captures probabilities, otherwise the same as the attack tree [20] †ft AND/OR and SAND and
SOR
Attack defense tree [24] bu X arc crd crd X X tx X* *dotted dash to highlight mitigations. Mitigations (defenses) are highlighted as green rectangles
Defense tree [40] bu X arc X rrgn X X tx X* *dotted dash to highlight mitigations. Mitigations (defenses) are highlighted as purple rectangles
Defense tree [39] bu X arc X rr X X tx X* *dotted dash to highlight mitigations. Mitigations (defenses) are highlighted as rectangles
Attack tree [49] bu X arc* r r X X tx X * Double line and, absence or, coupled with text
Attack tree [51] bu X sym rr rr X X tx X
Attack tree [52] bu X X r r r* X tx X* *thick lined rectangle represents the goal
Fault tree [60] bu X ftr X h* r† X ps X† *double lined rectangle represents goal
Attack tree [86] bu X X X e X X tx X* *used to represent ‘implicit’ and ‘explicit’ subgoals
Attack tree [97] bu X dl* X† fl§ X X ps X* *solid edge = and, dotted edge = or †user/computer icon used to represent an achieved postcondition which becomes
a precondition to the next stage § flag symbol
Attack tree [99] bu X ftr p p X* X tx X† *Represented as a ’bomb’ icon †The use of dashed and solid lines is not explained in the paper
BDMP tree [99] bu X ftr p p X† X tx X§ *red dotted arrow used to express SAND †Represented as a ’bomb’ icon §The use of dashed and solid lines is not
explained in the paper
Protection tree [105,
104]
bu X arc X X* X X tx X *The point of the protection tree is that it highlights protections and not exploits
Attack tree [110] bu X arc* r r X X tx X *with a textual label for ‘and’
Vulnerability tree [111] bu X ftr c|r X X X tx X All the symbols in the vulnerability tree are directly based on the fault tree
Attack tree [119] bu X c* X r rbk X tx X *circle with the word ‘and’
Defense tree [123] bu X arc* r r X X tx X *arc means OR, absence of an arc ’should’ represent AND, however this is not clear † Ellipse is used to represent
‘security variables’, a diamond is used to represent a ‘utility node’ and a hexagon is used to represent a ‘security
metric’
Attack tree [126] bu X egn |
ebu
X rgn X X* tx X *Green ellipse and blue rectangle used to represent AND/OR respectively
Attack tree [127] bu X arc* egn |eye egn† cbn X§ tx X *SAND represented by directed arc, AND/OR not demonstrated †Darker shade of green to the precondition §All
ellipses have a red edge
Fault tree [147] bu X ftr r r X X ps X
Attack tree [150] bu rgy X rrgn otq X X tx X
Attack tree [158] bu X ftr r r r X ch X
Attack tree [167] bu X ftr rgy rgy X X* tx X
Attack tree [177] bu X arc* p p X X tx X *Also utilises a directed arc to represent SAND
Attack tree [186] bu X arc rgy rgy X X tx X
Attack tree [196] bu* X r† r r X X ch X *Although ef is bu, all the edges point downwards towards the cause of the problem †thick edged rectangle and black
rectangle represent AND/OR respectively
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)











Table 24 – continued from previous page
Type Citation ef ipc po pr ex go col lb edg notes
Attack Defense tree [203] bu X arc c c X X* tx X† *all circles have a red edge. Defense nodes represented as rgn, †dotted edges connect defense nodes to exploits
Fault tree [205] bu X ftr c c rr* X* ch X *all nodes are green
Threat logic trees [245] bu X arc X r X X tx X
Threat tree [246] bu X arc X r X X tx X
Attack tree [247] bu X ftr r* r X X tx X
Attack tree [253] bu X arc p p X X tx X
Attack tree [262] bu X ftr r r X* X§ ch X *The goal node is supported by a textual label with the words ‘goal’ †All nodes represented in blue
Vulnerability tree [269] bu X t* r† r† X X tx X *Triangle with a plus sign represents AND †double rectangle
Attack tree [277] bu X sym* r r X X ch X *∧/∨ symbols in a circle
Penetration attack
tree
[282] lr X arc* X r X X ch X *double arc represents AND
Cyber threat tree [297] bu X ftr X X* X X ch X *physical exploit targets - such as ‘Hydro plant’ are represented, however, the exploit itself is not outlined
Attack tree [299] bu* X arc† r§ r§ X X tx X§ *Although ef is bu, all the edges point downwards towards the cause of the problem †Appended with the word ‘AND’
§Mitigations highlighted as dashed lines
Threat tree [305] bu X ftr c c X X ch X
Attack tree [306] bu X ftr r* r* X X tx X *rectangle with a ling 2/3 of the way across. ALSO note, improbable and probable events distinguished by faded ink
and normal ink respectively
Vulnerability tree [308] bu X X cbu* rbu X X† tx X *Notable that the circle forces the authors to produce very large circles to get all the text in †All nodes are light blue
Security goal indi-
cator trees
[310] bu X c* hgn |hrd† hgn |hrd† rbu X† tx X *Circle with the words ‘AND/OR‘ † hrd is used to represent a ‘negative indicator’
Attack tree [314] bu X arc e e X X* tx X *All nodes have a red edge
Attack tree [315] bu* X sym† p p X X ch X *Although ef is bu, all the edges point downwards towards the cause of the problem †∧ and ∨ symbols in a circle
Vulnerability tree [321] bu X ftr cbu rbu X X* tx X *All nodes are blue
Incident tree [323] bu X ft* r|c r|c rrd X† tx X *multiple colours depending on attack path †multiple colours
Attack tree [324] bu r arc* r r X X ch X† *Double arc used to represent OR † double edged rectangle






bu X ftr r X X X tx X *Mitigations given as ellipses. In the 2012 paper, a detection event (rectangle with triangular right edge) is also added
FACT tree [334] bu X ftr rr* rr r X† tx X§ *a ‘basic event’ ir represented as an ellipse. The basic event appears to represent preconditions alongside rounded
rectangles †blue trapezoid represents safety countermeasures and a pink pentagon represents security countermeasures
§ red dotted arrows represent ‘triggers’
Attack tree [337] bu X ft* X† rgy X X* tx X *blue and and green or †incorporated within the and/or
Attack tree [346] bu X arc* r r X X tx X *labelled with the word ‘and’
Attack defense tree [354] bu X arc cgy |tgy cgy |tgy cgy X* ps X† *three shades of grey, darker (circle) to represent goal, lighter (circle and triangle) to represent sub-goal node, lighter
(star) to representa sub-graph †dotted line represents ‘non-function dependency’
Attack tree [382] bu X ftr c r X X* tx X *All nodes are presented in grey
Attack tree [385] bu X r* rr|r|rgn rr|r|rgn X X tx X *AND represented as a rounded rectangle, OR represented as a rectangle
Attack tree [386] bu X X r r X X tx X
Attack tree [387] bu X X X rog X X tx X
Vulnerability tree [395] bu X ftr X r|e X X tx X
Attack defense tree [407] bu X arc X c† X X tx X* *dashed lines used to represent defensive actions †rectangles used to represent defense nodes
KEY: Column descriptors. ef :event flow, ipc:initial precondition, po:precondition opera-
tor, pr:precondition, ex:exploit, go:goal, col:colour, lb:label type, edg:edge type
Colour codes used in accordance with the definitions provided by [165]. bu:blue, bk:black,
gn:green, gy:grey, og:orange, pk:pink, tq:turquoise, rd:red, vi:violet, wh:white, ye:yellow
Shapes. c:circle, r:rectangle, p:plaintext, e:ellipse, d:diamond, rr:rounded rectangle, h:hexagon, o:octagon, t:triangle, u:unclear
Precondition operator. ftr:fault tree method, sym:symbol, dl:dotted line, ∧: AND; ∨:OR
Event flow. td:top-down, bu:bottom-up, lr:left-right, rl:right-left
Labels. ps:pseudonymous, ch:character, tx:textual, ie:in edge (label presented on the edge)
Continued on next page
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